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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents the algorithms for solve multiple compositional tasks with high sample effi-
ciency and strong generalization ability. Central to this work is the subtask graph which models
the structure in compositional tasks into a graph form. We formulate the compositional tasks
as a multi-task and meta-RL problems using the subtask graph and discuss different approaches
to tackle the problem. Specifically, we present four contributions, where the common idea is to
exploit the inductive bias in the hierarchical task structure for efficien learning and strong general-
ization.
The first part of the thesis formally introduces the subtask graph execution problem: a modeling
of the compositional task as an multi-task RL problem where the agent is given a task description
input in a graph form as an additional input. We present the hierarchical architecture where high-
level policy determines the subtask to execute and low-level policy executes the given subtask. The
high-level policy learns the modular neural network that can be dynamically assmbled according to
the input task description to choose the optimal sequence of subtasks to maximize the reward. We
demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve a strong zero-shot task generalization ability,
and also improve the search efficiency of existing planning method when combined together.
The second part studies the more general setting where the task structure is not available to
agent such that the task should be inferred from the agent’s own experience; i.e., few-shot rein-
forcement learning setting. Specifically, we combine the meta-reinforcemenet learning with an
inductive logic programming (ILP) method to explicitly infer the latent task structure in terms of
subtask graph from agent’s trajectory. Our empirical study shows that the underlying task struc-
ture can be accurately inferred from a small amount of environment interaction without any explicit
supervision on complex 3D environments with high-dimensional state and actions space.
The third contribution extends the second contribution by transfer-learning the prior over the
task structure from training tasks to the unseen testing task to achieve a faster adaptation. Although
the meta-policy learned the general exploration strategy over the distribution of tasks, the task
structure was independently inferred from scratch for each task in the previous part. We overcome
such limitation by modeling the prior of the tasks from the subtask graph inferred via ILP, and
transfer-learning the learned prior when performing the inference of novel test tasks. To achieve
this, we propose a novel prior sampling and posterior update method to incorporate the knowledge
xi
learned from the seen task that is most relevant to the current task.
The fourth contribution extends the second contribution via learning a factored form of subtask
graph. Specifically, the main idea is to further decompose each subtask into “entities” where
we assume a certain similarity between subtasks with similar entities. We develop an algorithm
that can capture the factored structure, which enables more efficient knowledge sharing between
subtasks and also a stronger form of generalization to unseen subtasks with unseen entities.
The last part investigates more indirect form of inductive bias that is implemented as a constraint
on the trajectory rolled out by the policy in MDP. We present a theoretical result proving that the
proposed constraint preserves the optimality while reducing the policy search space. Empirically,
the proposed method improves the sample effciency of the policy gradient method on a wide range
of challenging sparse-reward tasks.
Overall, this work formulates the hierarchical structure in the compositional tasks and provides
the evidences that such structure exists in many important problems. In addition, we present diverse
principled approaches to exploit the inductive bias on the hierarchical structure in MDP in different





The reinforcement learning (RL) is an area of machine learning that regards the agent learning
to take actions in an environment [Sutton and Barto, 2018]. When the agent takes an action, the
environment returns the reward and the next state to the agent. The goal of agent is to learn the
policy – how to map situations (i.e., state) to actinos – so as to maximize the cumulative reward. RL
provides a general learning framework since the learner does not requires to be told which actions
to take but can learn only from the reward feedback. The generality of the RL framework made
it possible to formulate many challenging problems into RL problem which have achieved some
successes in variaty of domains [Tesauro, 1995, Diuk et al., 2008, Riedmiller et al., 2009]. However,
the main bottleneck of applying the reinforcement learning to the real-world applications was the
necessity for hand-engineered features which require domain-specific knowledge.
More recently, combining reinforcement learning and deep learning opened up many new
applications (e.g., healthcare, robotics, etc) and achieved remarkable successes on many challenging
tasks [Mnih et al., 2015, Silver et al., 2017, Vinyals et al., 2019] with high dimensional state-space
where the traditional RL approaches had a difficulty of designing the feature. Deep RL used a
function approximation for a policy to approximately model the mapping from state to the action
using neural network. With the neural network’s capacity to capture the hierarchical levels of
abstractions from data, the deep RL has made many significant breakthroughs.
However, prior work mostly have been focused on a single known task where the agent can
be trained for a long time. In numerous real-world scenarios, interacting with the environment
is expensive or limited, and the agent is often presented with a novel task that is not seen during
its training time. Thus, in this case, the agent should be able to solve multiple tasks with varying
sources of reward and supervision. Recent work in multi-task RL has attempted to address this;
however, they focused on the setting where the structure of task are explicitly described with
natural language instructions [Oh et al., 2017, Andreas et al., 2017, Yu et al., 2017, Chaplot et al.,
2018], programs [Denil et al., 2017], or graph structures [Sohn et al., 2018]. However, such task
descriptions may not readily be available. A more flexible solution is to have the agents infer
the task by interacting with the environment. Recent work in Meta RL [Hochreiter et al., 2001,
1
Duan et al., 2016, Wang et al., 2016, Finn et al., 2017] (especially in few-shot learning settings)
has attempted to have the agents implicitly infer tasks and quickly adapt to them. However, they
have focused on relatively simple tasks with a single goal (e.g., multi-armed bandit, locomotion,
navigation, etc.).
We argue that real-world tasks often have a compositional task structure and multiple goals,
which require long horizon planning or reasoning ability [Erol, 1996, Xu et al., 2017, Ghazanfari
and Taylor, 2017, Sohn et al., 2018]. Take, for example, the task of making a breakfast. A meal
can be served with different dishes and drinks (e.g., boiled egg and coffee), where each could be
considered as a subtask. These can then be further decomposed into smaller substask until some
base subtask (e.g., pickup egg) is reached. Each subtask can provide the agent with reward; if only
few subtasks provide reward, this is considered a sparse reward problem. In addition, the subtasks
may have complex dependencies in terms of the precondition. For example, a bread should be
sliced before toasted, or an omelette and an egg sandwich cannot be made together if there is only
one egg left. Due to such complex dependencies as well as different rewards and costs, it is often
cumbersome for human users to manually provide the optimal sequence of subtasks (e.g., “fry an
egg and toast a bread”). Instead, the agent should learn to act in the environment by figuring out
the optimal sequence of subtasks that gives the maximum reward within a time budget just from
properties and dependencies of subtasks or even infer such dependencies by trying out the subtasks
in different order. Thus, in real-world scenarios, the agent is required to solve multiple, potentially
unseen, and compositional tasks.
The main goal of this thesis is to develop an intelligent agent that can perform many compositional
tasks with high sample efficiency and strong generalization ability. Specifically, we tackle the
compositional tasks by exploiting the inductive bias on the task structure.
The first part of the thesis discusses how to formulate such compositional tasks as an multi-task
RL problem where the agent is given a task description input in a graph form as an additional input.
Specifically, we present the subtask graph framework that is built upon the options framework Sutton
[1998], and learns the modular neural network that can be dynamically assmbled according to
the task description to choose the optimal subtask to execute that can maximize its reward. We
demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve a strong zero-shot task generalization ability. In
addition, we present how such neural network can be combined with existing planning method to
improve the search efficiency and further improve the performance.
The second part studies the compositional tasks in a more general setting where the task structure
is not available to agent; i.e., few-shot reinforcement learning setting. Specifically, we combine
the meta-reinforcemenet learning with an inductive logic programming (ILP) method to explicitly
infer the latent task structure in terms of subtask graph from agent’s trajectory. We demonstrate
that 1) the meta-policy learns to explore the subtask space such that the task can be accurately
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inferred from the collected experience of agent and 2) the highly efficient abstraction captured by
ILP algorithm enables a faster adaptation of the proposed approach. We apply the proposed method
to more complex 3D environments with high-dimensional state and actions space, and show that the
underlying task structure can be accurately inferred from a small amount of environment interaction
without any explicit supervision.
In the third part of the thesis, we extend the previous meta-RL approaches by transfer-learning
the prior over the task structure from training tasks to the unseen testing task to achieve a faster
adaptation. Although the meta-policy learned the general exploration strategy over the distribution
of tasks, the task structure was independently inferred from scratch for each task in the previous part.
We overcome such limitation by modeling the prior of the tasks from the subtask graph inferred
via ILP, and transfer-learning the learned prior when performing the inference of novel test tasks.
To achieve this, we propose a novel prior sampling and posterior update method to incorporate the
knowledge learned from the seen task that is most relevant to the current task.
Lastly, we discuss how the inductive bias on the task structure can be indirectly implemented as
a constraint on the trajectory space rolled out by the policy in MDP without making any explicit
assumptions. The previous three parts were assuming an explicit compositional structure in MDP
in terms of subtasks and the precondition dependency between them. In this part, we relax the
assumption and consider a sparse-reward task where there exists a small set of rewarding states (i.e.,
multi-goal setting). Specifically, our intuition is to view the sparse-reward task as a graph-MDP
where each of the rewarding states corresponds to a node in the MDP graph and the edge between a
pair of node is the shortest-path path between the corresponding rewarding states. Then, we prove
that the optimal policy of the graph-MDP is also an optimal policy of the original MDP. From this
theoretical result, we present a novel constraint on MDP that improves the sample efficiency of any
model-free RL method via reducing the policy search space while preserving the optimality. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method on a wide range of challenging sparse-reward




2.1 Markov Decision Process
A task is defined as an Markov decision process (MDP) tupleM = (S,A,P ,R, ρ, γ), where S is a
state set, A is an action set, P is a transition probability,R is a reward function, ρ is an initial state
distribution, and γ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor. For each state s, the value of a policy π is denoted
by V π(s) = Eπ[
∑
t γ
trt | s0 = s]. Then, the goal of reinforcement learning is to find the optimal
policy π∗ that maximizes the expected return:










Es∼ρ [V π(s)] . (2.2)
2.2 Factored Markov Decision Processes
Factored MDP (FMDP) [Boutilier et al., 1995, Schuurmans and Patrascu, 2002] is an MDPM =
(S,A,P ,R), where the state space S can be decomposed into multiple factors S1, · · · ,Sd such
that the transition dynamics P and reward function R can be factored. The transition dynamics




i|s, a). The reward function is factored as R(s, a) =
∑
iRi(s, a),
where Ri(s, a) is a local reward function. The main benefit of FMDP is that it allows us to model
many compositional tasks in a principled way with a compact representation such as dynamic
Bayesian network [Dean and Kanazawa, 1989, Boutilier et al., 1995]. In Section 3.3, we present
our formulation of the compositional tasks as an MDP paramterized by subtask graph, which is a
family of the factored MDP.
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2.3 Multi-task Reinforcement Learning
In multi-task RL, we consider an agent presented with a task drawn from some distribution as in An-
dreas et al. [2017], Da Silva et al. [2012]. Each task is defined by an MDPMG = (S,A,PG,RG)
parameterized by a task parameter G with a set of states S, a set of actions A, task-specific tran-
sition dynamics PG, and task-specific reward function RG. We assume that the task parameter
G ∈ G is available to agent and is drawn from a distribution P (G) where G is a set of all possible
task parameters. The goal of multi-task RL is to maximize the expected reward over the whole
distribution of MDPs:










where γ is a discount factor, π : S × G → A is a multitask policy that we aim to learn, andRG is
the task-specific reward function. We consider a zero-shot generalization where only a subset of
tasks Gtrain ⊂ G is available to agent during training, and the agent is required to generalize over a
set of unseen tasks Gtest ⊂ G for evaluation, where Gtest ∩ Gtrain = φ. In Chapter 3, we tackle the
compositional tasks in multi-task RL setting.
2.4 Few-shot Reinforcement Learning
Different from the multi-task RL problem, the few-shot RL setting does not assume any task
parameter input; instead, the agent is given a short period of time to infer about the task via
interacting with the environment. Similar to multi-task RL, a task is defined by an MDPMG =
(S,A,PG,RG) parameterized by a task parameter G with a shared state set S, shared action set
A, task-specific transition dynamics PG, and task-specific reward functionRG. In the K-shot RL
formulation [Duan et al., 2016, Finn et al., 2017], each trial under a fixed taskMG consists of
an adaptation phase where the agent learns a task-specific behavior for K environment steps and
a test phase where the adapted behavior is evaluated in terms of the expected discounted return.
For example, RNN-based meta-learners [Duan et al., 2016, Wang et al., 2016] adapt to a taskMG
by updating its RNN states (or fast-parameters) φt, where the initialization and update rule of φt
is parameterized by a slow-parameter θ: φ0 = gθ(s0), φt+1 = fθ(φt, at, rt, st+1). Gradient-based
meta-learners [Finn et al., 2017, Nichol et al., 2018] instead aim to learn a good initialization of the
model so that it can adapt to a new task with few gradient update steps. In the test phase, the agent’s
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performance on the taskMG is measured in terms of the return:





φ0 = gθ(s0), (2.5)
φt+1 = fθ(φt, at, rt, st+1) (2.6)
where πφK is the policy after K update steps of adaptation, H is the horizon of test phase, and rt is
the reward at time t in the test phase. The goal is to find an optimal parameter θ that maximizes the
expected return EG[RMG(πφK )] over a given distribution of tasks p(G). In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5,
we tackle the compositional tasks in few-shot reinforcement learning setting.
6
CHAPTER 3
Multi-task Reinforcement Learning for
Compositional Task with Given Task Description
This chapter introduces a new RL problem where the agent is required to generalize to a previously-
unseen environment characterized by a subtask graph which describes a set of subtasks and their
dependencies. Unlike existing hierarchical multitask RL approaches that explicitly describe what the
agent should do at a high level, our problem only describes properties of subtasks and relationships
among them, which requires the agent to perform complex reasoning to find the optimal subtask to
execute. To solve this problem, we propose a neural subtask graph solver (NSGS) which encodes
the subtask graph using a recursive neural network embedding. To overcome the difficulty of
training, we propose a novel non-parametric gradient-based policy, graph reward propagation, to
pre-train our NSGS agent and further finetune it through actor-critic method. The experimental
results on two 2D visual domains show that our agent can perform complex reasoning to find a
near-optimal way of executing the subtask graph and generalize well to the unseen subtask graphs.
In addition, we compare our agent with a Monte-Carlo tree search (MCTS) method showing that our
method is much more efficient than MCTS, and the performance of NSGS can be further improved
by combining it with MCTS.
3.1 Introduction
Developing the ability to execute many different tasks depending on given task descriptions and
generalize over unseen task descriptions is an important problem for building scalable reinforcement
learning (RL) agents. Recently, there have been a few attempts to define and solve different
forms of task descriptions such as natural language [Oh et al., 2017, Yu et al., 2017] or formal
language [Denil et al., 2017, Andreas et al., 2017]. However, most of the prior works have focused
on task descriptions which explicitly specify what the agent should do at a high level, which may

















Figure 3.1: Example task and our agent’s trajectory. The agent is required to execute subtasks in the
optimal order to maximize the reward within a time limit. The subtask graph describes subtasks with
the corresponding rewards (e.g., subtask L gives 1.0 reward) and dependencies between subtasks
through AND and OR nodes. For instance, the agent should first get the firewood (D) OR coal (G) to
light a furnace (J). In this example, our agent learned to execute subtask F and its preconditions
(shown in red) as soon as possible, since it is a precondition of many subtasks even though it gives
a negative reward. After that, the agent mines minerals that require stone pickaxe and craft items
(shown in blue) to achieve a high reward.
To further motivate the problem, let’s consider a scenario in which an agent needs to generalize
to a complex novel task by performing a composition of subtasks where the task description and
dependencies among subtasks may change depending on the situation. For example, a human
user could ask a physical household robot to make a meal in an hour. A meal may be served with
different combinations of dishes, each of which takes a different amount of cost (e.g., time) and
gives a different amount of reward (e.g., user satisfaction) depending on the user preferences. In
addition, there can be complex dependencies between subtasks. For example, a bread should be
sliced before toasted, or an omelette and an egg sandwich cannot be made together if there is only
one egg left. Due to such complex dependencies as well as different rewards and costs, it is often
cumbersome for human users to manually provide the optimal sequence of subtasks (e.g., “fry an
egg and toast a bread”). Instead, the agent should learn to act in the environment by figuring out
the optimal sequence of subtasks that gives the maximum reward within a time budget just from
properties and dependencies of subtasks.
The goal of this chapter is to formulate and solve such a problem, which we call subtask graph
execution, where the agent should execute the given subtask graph in an optimal way as illustrated
in Figure 4.1. A subtask graph consists of subtasks, corresponding rewards, and dependencies
among subtasks in logical expression form where it subsumes many existing forms (e.g., sequential
instructions [Oh et al., 2017]). This allows us to define many complex tasks in a principled way
and train the agent to find the optimal way of executing such tasks. Moreover, we aim to solve the
problem without explicit search or simulations so that our method can be more easily applicable to
practical real-world scenarios, where real-time performance (i.e., fast decision-making) is required
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and building the simulation model is extremely challenging.
To solve the problem, we propose a new deep RL architecture, called neural subtask graph
solver (NSGS), which encodes a subtask graph using a recursive-reverse-recursive neural network
(R3NN) [Parisotto et al., 2016] to consider the long-term effect of each subtask. Still, finding the
optimal sequence of subtasks by reflecting the long-term dependencies between subtasks and the
context of observation is computationally intractable. Therefore, we found that it is extremely
challenging to learn a good policy when it’s trained from scratch. To address the difficulty of
learning, we propose to pre-train the NSGS to approximate our novel non-parametric policy called
graph reward propagation policy. The key idea of the graph reward propagation policy is to
construct a differentiable representation of the subtask graph such that taking a gradient over the
reward results in propagating reward information between related subtasks, which is used to find
a reasonably good subtask to execute. After the pre-training, our NSGS architecture is finetuned
using the actor-critic method.
The experimental results on 2D visual domains with diverse subtask graphs show that our agent
implicitly performs complex reasoning by taking into account long-term subtask dependencies as
well as the cost of executing each subtask from the observation, and it can successfully generalize
to unseen and larger subtask graphs. Finally, we show that our method is computationally much
more efficient than Monte-Carlo tree search (MCTS) algorithm, and the performance of our NSGS
agent can be further improved by combining with MCTS, achieving a near-optimal performance.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows: (1) We propose a new challenging RL problem
and domain with a richer and more general form of graph-based task descriptions compared to the
recent works on multitask RL. (2) We propose a deep RL architecture that can execute arbitrary
unseen subtask graphs and observations. (3) We demonstrate that our method outperforms the
state-of-the-art search-based method (e.g., MCTS), which implies that our method can efficiently
approximate the solution of an intractable search problem without performing any search. (4) We
further show that our method can also be used to augment MCTS, which significantly improves the
performance of MCTS with a much less amount of simulations.
3.2 Related Work
Programmable Agent The idea of learning to execute a given program using RL was introduced
by programmable hierarchies of abstract machines (PHAMs) [Parr and Russell, 1997, Andre and
Russell, 2000, 2002]. PHAMs specify a partial policy using a set of hierarchical finite state machines,
and the agent learns to execute the partial program. A different way of specifying a partial policy
was explored in the deep RL framework [Andreas et al., 2017]. Other approaches used a program
as a form of task description rather than a partial policy in the context of multitask RL [Oh et al.,
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2017, Denil et al., 2017]. Our work also aims to build a programmable agent in that we train the
agent to execute a given task. However, most of the prior work assumes that the program specifies
what to do, and the agent just needs to learn how to do it. In contrast, our work explores a new
form of program, called subtask graph (see Figure 4.1), which describes properties of subtasks and
dependencies between them, and the agent is required to figure out what to do as well as how to do
it.
Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning Many hierarchical RL approaches have been proposed to
solve complex decision problems via multiple levels of temporal abstractions [Sutton et al., 1999b,
Dietterich, 2000, Precup, 2000, Ghavamzadeh and Mahadevan, 2003, Konidaris and Barto, 2007].
Our work builds upon the prior work in that a high-level controller focuses on finding the optimal
subtask, while a low-level controller focuses on executing the given subtask. In this work, we focus
on how to train the high-level controller for generalizing to novel complex dependencies between
subtasks.
Classical Search-Based Planning One of the most closely related problems is the planning
problem considered in hierarchical task network (HTN) approaches [Sacerdoti, 1975, Erol, 1996,
Erol et al., 1994, Nau et al., 1999, Castillo et al., 2005] in that HTNs also aim to find the optimal
way to execute tasks given subtask dependencies. However, they aim to execute a single goal task,
while the goal of our problem is to maximize the cumulative reward in RL context. Thus, the agent
in our problem not only needs to consider dependencies among subtasks but also needs to infer
the cost from the observation and deal with stochasticity of the environment. These additional
challenges make it difficult to apply such classical planning methods to solve our problem.
Motion Planning Another related problem to our subtask graph execution problem is motion
planning (MP) problem [Asano et al., 1985, Canny, 1985, 1987, Faverjon and Tournassoud, 1987,
Keil and Sack, 1985]. MP problem is often mapped to a graph, and reduced to a graph search
problem. However, different from our problem, the MP approaches aim to find an optimal path to
the goal in the graph while avoiding obstacles similar to HTN approaches.
3.3 Problem Definition
The subtask graph execution problem is a multitask RL problem with a specific form of task
parameter G called subtask graph. Figure 4.1 illustrates an example subtask graph and environment.
The task of our problem is to execute given N subtasks in an optimal order to maximize reward
within a time budget, where there are complex dependencies between subtasks defined by the
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subtask graph. We assume that the agent has learned a set of options (O) Precup [2000], Stolle and
Precup [2002], Sutton et al. [1999b] that performs subtasks by executing one or more primitive
actions.
Subtask Graph and Environment We define the terminologies as follows:
• Precondition: A precondition of subtask is defined as a logical expression of subtasks in sum-
of-products (SoP) form where multiple AND terms are combined with an OR term (e.g., the
precondition of subtask J in Figure 4.1 is OR(AND(D), AND(G)).
• Eligibility vector: et = [e1t , . . . , eNt ] where eit = 1 if subtask i is eligible (i.e., the precondition of
subtask is satisfied and it has never been executed by the agent) at time t, and 0 otherwise.
• Completion vector: xt = [x1t , . . . , xNt ] where xit = 1 if subtask i has been executed by the agent
while it is eligible, and 0 otherwise.
• Subtask reward vector: r = [r1, . . . , rN ] specifies the reward for executing each subtask.
• Reward: rt = ri if the agent executes the subtask i while it is eligible, and rt = 0 otherwise.
• Time budget: stept ∈ R is the remaining time-steps until episode termination.
• Observation: obst ∈ RH×W×C is a visual observation at time t as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
To summarize, a subtask graph G defines N subtasks with corresponding rewards r and the
preconditions. The state input at time t consists of st = {obst,xt, et, stept}. The goal is to find a
policy π : st, G 7→ ot which maps the given context of the environment to an option (ot ∈ O).
Challenges Our problem is challenging due to the following aspects:
• Generalization: Only a subset of subtask graphs (Gtrain) is available during training, but the
agent is required to execute previously unseen and larger subtask graphs (Gtest).
• Complex reasoning: The agent needs to infer the long-term effect of executing individual
subtasks in terms of reward and cost (e.g., time) and find the optimal sequence of subtasks to
execute without any explicit supervision or simulation-based search. We note that it may not be
easy even for humans to find the solution without explicit search due to the exponentially large
solution space.
• Stochasticity: The outcome of subtask execution is stochastic in our setting (for example, some
objects are randomly moving). Therefore, the agent needs to consider the expected outcome when
deciding which subtask to execute.
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Figure 3.2: Neural subtask graph solver architecture. The task module encodes subtask graph
through a bottom-up and top-down process, and outputs the reward score prewardt . The observation
module encodes observation using CNN and outputs the cost score pcostt . The final policy is a
softmax policy over the sum of two scores.
3.4 Method
Our neural subtask graph solver (NSGS) is a neural network which consists of a task module and
an observation module as shown in Figure 3.2. The task module encodes the precondition of each
subtask via bottom-up process and propagates the information about future subtasks and rewards to
preceding subtasks (i.e., pre-conditions) via the top-down process. The observation module learns
the correspondence between a subtask and its target object, and the relation between the locations
of objects in the observation and the time cost. However, due to the aforementioned challenge
(i.e., complex reasoning), learning to execute the subtask graph only from the reward is extremely
challenging. To facilitate the learning, we propose graph reward propagation policy (GRProp), a
non-parametric policy that propagates the reward information between related subtasks to model
their dependencies. Since our GRProp acts as a good initial policy, we train the NSGS to approximate
the GRProp policy through policy distillation [Rusu et al., 2015, Parisotto et al., 2015], and finetune
it through actor-critic method with generalized advantage estimation (GAE) [Schulman et al., 2016]
to maximize the reward. Section 3.4.1 describes the NSGS architecture, and Section 3.4.2 describes
how to construct the GRProp policy.
3.4.1 Neural Subtask Graph Solver
Task Module Given a subtask graph G, the remaining time steps stept ∈ R, an eligibility vector
et and a completion vector xt, we compute a context embedding using recursive-reverse-recursive
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where [·] is a concatenation operator, bθ, tθ are the bottom-up and top-down encoding function,
φibot,a, φ
i
top,a are the bottom-up and top-down embedding of i-th AND node respectively, and
φibot,o, φ
i
top,o are the bottom-up and top-down embedding of i-th OR node respectively (see Appendix
for the detail). The wi,j+ , Childi, and Parenti specifies the connections in the subtask graph G.
Specifically, wi,j+ = 1 if j-th OR node and i-th AND node are connected without NOT operation,
−1 if there is NOT connection and 0 if not connected, and Childi, Parenti represent a set of i-th
node’s children and parents respectively. The embeddings are transformed to reward scores via:
prewardt = Φ
>
topv, where Φtop = [φ
1
top,o, . . . , φ
N
top,o] ∈ RE×N , E is the dimension of the top-down
embedding of OR node, and v ∈ RE is a weight vector for reward scoring.
Observation Module The observation module encodes the input observation st using a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) and outputs a cost score:
pcostt = CNN(st, stept). (3.3)
where stept is the number of remaining time steps. An ideal observation module would learn to
estimate high score for a subtask if the target object is close to the agent because it would require
less cost (i.e., time). Also, if the expected number of step required to execute a subtask is larger
than the remaining step, ideal agent would assign low score. The NSGS policy is a softmax policy:
π(ot|st,G,xt, et, stept) = Softmax(prewardt + pcostt ), (3.4)
which adds reward scores and cost scores.
3.4.2 Graph Reward Propagation Policy: Pre-training Neural Subtask
Graph Solver
Intuitively, the graph reward propagation policy is designed to put high probabilities over subtasks
that are likely to maximize the sum of modified and smoothed reward Ũt at time t, which will be
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Figure 3.3: Visualization of OR, ÕR, AND, and ÃND operations with three inputs (a,b,c). These
smoothed functions are defined to handle arbitrary number of operands (see Appendix).
defined in Eq. 3.11. Let xt be a completion vector and r be a subtask reward vector (see Section 3.3
for definitions). Then, the sum of reward until time-step t is given as:
Ut = r
Txt. (3.5)
We first modify the reward formulation such that it gives a half of subtask reward for satisfying the
preconditions and the rest for executing the subtask to encourage the agent to satisfy the precondition
of a subtask with a large reward:
Ût = r
T (xt + et)/2. (3.6)
Let yjAND be the output of j-th AND node. The eligibility vector et can be computed from the
















j,k + (1− xkt )(1− wj,k), (3.9)
where wj,k = 0 if there is a NOT connection between j-th node and k-th node, otherwise wj,k = 1.
Intuitively, x̂j,kt = 1 when k-th node does not violate the precondition of j-th node. Note that Ũt is
not differentiable with respect to xt because AND(·) and OR(·) are not differentiable. To derive
our graph reward propagation policy, we propose to substitute AND(·) and OR(·) functions with













where ÃND and ÕR were implemented as scaled sigmoid and tanh functions as illustrated by
Figure 3.3 (see Appendix for details). With the smoothed operations, the sum of smoothed and
modified reward is given as:
Ũt = r
T (xt + ẽt)/2. (3.11)















that is the softmax of the gradient of Ũt with respect to xt.
3.4.3 Policy Optimization
The NSGS is first trained through policy distillation by minimizing the KL divergence between










where θ is the parameter of NSGS, πGθ is the simplified notation of NSGS policy with subtask graph
G, πGT is the simplified notation of teacher (GRProp) policy with subtask graph G, DKL is KL
divergence, and Gtrain is the training set of subtask graphs. After policy distillation, we finetune

















δt = rt + γ
ktV πθ′ (st+1, G)− V πθ′ (st, G), (3.15)
where kt is the duration of option ot, γ is a discount factor, λ ∈ [0, 1] is a weight for balancing
between bias and variance of the advantage estimation, and V πθ′ is the critic network parameterized
by θ′. During training, we update the critic network to minimize E
[
(Rt − V πθ′ (st, G))
2], where Rt
is the discounted cumulative reward at time t. The complete procedure for training our NSGS agent
is summarized in Algorithm 6.1. We used ηd=1e-4, ηc=3e-6 for distillation and ηac=1e-6, ηc=3e-7
for fine-tuning in the experiment.
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1: for iteration n do
2: Sample G ∼ Gtrain
3: D = {(st,ot, rt, Rt, stept), . . .} ∼ πGθ . do rollout
4: θ′ ← θ′ + ηc
∑
D (∇θ′V πθ′ (st, G)) (Rt − V πθ′ (st, G)) . update critic
5: if distillation then







7: else if fine-tuning then
8: Compute δt from Eq. 3.15 for all t









δt+l . update policy
10: end if
11: end for
Program 3.1: Policy optimization
3.5 Experiment
In the experiment, we investigated the following research questions: 1) Does GRProp outperform
other heuristic baselines (e.g., greedy policy, etc.)? 2) Can NSGS deal with complex subtask
dependencies, delayed reward, and the stochasticity of the environment? 3) Can NSGS generalize
to unseen subtask graphs? 4) How does NSGS perform compared to MCTS? 5) Can NSGS be used
to improve MCTS?
3.5.1 Environment
We evaluated the performance of our agents on two domains: Mining and Playground that are
developed based on MazeBase [Sukhbaatar et al., 2015]1. We used a pre-trained subtask executer
for each domain. The episode length (time budget) was randomly set for each episode in a range
such that GRProp agent executes 60%− 80% of subtasks on average. The subtasks in the higher
layer in subtask graph are designed to give larger reward (see Appendix for details).
Mining domain is inspired by Minecraft (see Figures 4.1 and 3.5). The agent may pickup raw
materials in the world, and use it to craft different items on different craft stations. There are two
forms of preconditions: 1) an item may be an ingredient for building other items (e.g., stick and
stone are ingredients of stone pickaxe), and 2) some tools are required to pick up some objects
(e.g., agent need stone pickaxe to mine iron ore). The agent can use the item multiple times after
picking it once. The set of subtasks and preconditions are hand-coded based on the crafting recipes
in Minecraft, and used as a template to generate 640 random subtask graphs. We used 200 for
training and 440 for testing.
Playground is a more flexible and challenging domain (see Figure 3.6). The subtask graph
1The code is available on https://github.com/srsohn/subtask-graph-execution
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in Playground was randomly generated, hence its precondition can be any logical expression and
the reward may be delayed. Some of the objects randomly move, which makes the environment
stochastic. The agent was trained on small subtask graphs, while evaluated on much larger subtask
graphs (See Table 3.1). The set of subtasks isO = Aint×X , whereAint is a set of primitive actions
to interact with objects, and X is a set of all types of interactive objects in the domain. We randomly
generated 500 graphs for training and 2,000 graphs for testing. Note that the task in playground
domain subsumes many other hierarchical RL domains such as Taxi [Bloch, 2009], Minecraft [Oh
et al., 2017] and XWORLD [Yu et al., 2017]. In addition, we added the following components into
subtask graphs to make the task more challenging:
• Distractor subtask: A subtask with only NOT connection to parent nodes in the subtask graph.
Executing this subtask may give an immediate reward, but it may make other subtasks ineligible.
• Delayed reward: Agent receives no reward from subtasks in the lower layers, but it should execute
some of them to make higher-level subtasks eligible (see Appendix for fully-delayed reward case).
3.5.2 Agents
We evaluated the following policies:
• Random policy executes any eligible subtask.
• Greedy policy executes the eligible subtask with the largest reward.
• Optimal policy is computed from exhaustive search on eligible subtasks.
• GRProp (Ours) is graph reward propagation policy.
• NSGS (Ours) is distilled from GRProp policy and finetuned with actor-critic.
• Independent is an LSTM-based baseline trained on each subtask graph independently, similar to
Independent model in Andreas et al. [2017]. It takes the same set of input as NSGS except the
subtask graph.
To our best knowledge, existing work on hierarchical RL cannot directly address our problem with
a subtask graph input. Instead, we evaluated an instance of hierarchical RL method (Independent
agent) in adaptation setting, as discussed in Section 3.5.3.
3.5.3 Quantitative Result
Training Performance The learning curves of NSGS and performance of other agents are shown




Task D1 D2 D3 D4 Eval
Depth 4 4 5 6 4-10
Subtask 13 15 16 16 10-26
Zero-Shot Performance
Playground Mining
Task D1 D2 D3 D4 Eval
NSGS (Ours) .820 .785 .715 .527 8.19
GRProp (Ours) .721 .682 .623 .424 6.16
Greedy .164 .144 .178 .228 3.39
Random 0 0 0 0 2.79
Adaptation Performance
Playground Mining
Task D1 D2 D3 D4 Eval
NSGS (Ours) .828 .797 .733 .552 8.58
Independent .346 .296 .193 .188 3.89
Table 3.1: Generalization performance on unseen and larger subtask graphs. (Playground) The
subtask graphs in D1 have the same graph structure as training set, but the graph was unseen. The
subtask graphs in D2, D3, and D4 have (unseen) larger graph structures. (Mining) The subtask
graphs in Eval are unseen during training. NSGS outperforms other compared agents on all the task
and domain.
proposed idea of back-propagating the reward gradient captures long-term dependencies among
subtasks to some extent. We also found that NSGS further improves the performance through
fine-tuning with actor-critic method. We hypothesize that NSGS learned to estimate the expected
costs of executing subtasks from the observations and consider them along with subtask graphs.
Generalization Performance We considered two different types of generalization: a zero-shot
setting where agent must immediately achieve good performance on unseen subtask graphs without
learning, and an adaptation setting where agent can learn about task through the interaction with
environment. Note that Independent agent was evaluated in adaptation setting only since it has no
ability to generalize as it does not take subtask graph as input. Particularly, we tested agents on larger
subtask graphs by varying the number of layers of the subtask graphs from four to six with a larger
number of subtasks on Playground domain. Table 3.1 summarizes the results in terms of normalized
reward R̄ = (R−Rmin)/(Rmax−Rmin) whereRmin andRmax correspond to the average reward of
the Random and the Optimal policy respectively. Due to large number of subtasks (>16) in Mining
domain, the Optimal policy was intractable to be evaluated. Instead, we reported the un-normalized








































Figure 3.4: Learning curves on Mining and Playground domain. NSGS is distilled from GRProp on
77K and 256K episodes, respectively, and finetuned after that.
NSGS generalizes well to larger subtask graphs and consistently outperforms all the other agents on
Playground and Mining domains in zero-shot setting. In adaptation setting, NSGS performs slightly
better than zero-shot setting by fine-tuning on the subtask graphs in evaluation set. Independent
agent learned a policy comparable to Greedy, but performs much worse than NSGS.
3.5.4 Qualitative Result
Figure 3.5 visualizes trajectories of agents on Mining domain. Greedy policy mostly focuses on
subtasks with immediate rewards (e.g., get string, make bow) that are sub-optimal in the long run.
In contrast, NSGS and GRProp agents focus on executing subtask H (make stone pickaxe) in order
to collect materials much faster in the long run. Compared to GRProp, NSGS learns to consider
observation also and avoids subtasks with high cost (e.g., get coal).
Figure 3.6 visualizes trajectories on Playground domain. In this graph, there are distractors (e.g., D,
E, and H) and the reward is delayed. In the beginning, Greedy chooses to execute distractors, since
they gives positive reward while subtasks A, B, and C do not. However, GRProp observes non-zero
gradient for subtasks A, B, and C that are propagated from the parent nodes. Thus, even though the
reward is delayed, GRProp can figure out which subtask to execute. NSGS learns to understand
long-term dependencies from GRProp, and finds shorter path by also considering the observation.
3.5.5 Combining NSGS with Monte-Carlo Tree Search
We further investigated how well our NSGS agent performs compared to conventional search-based























































Figure 3.5: Example trajectories of Greedy, GRProp, and NSGS agents given 75 steps on Mining
domain. We used different colors to indicate that agent has different types of pickaxes: red (no
pickaxe), blue (stone pickaxe), and green (iron pickaxe). Greedy agent prefers subtasks C, D, F, and
G to H and L since C, D, F, and G gives positive immediate reward, whereas NSGS and GRProp
agents find a short path to make stone pickaxe, focusing on subtasks with higher long-term reward.
Compared to GRProp, the NSGS agent can find a shorter path to make an iron pickaxe, and succeeds
to execute more number of subtasks.
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Figure 3.6: Example trajectories of Greedy, GRProp, and NSGS agents given 45 steps on Playground
domain. The subtask graph includes NOT operation and distractor (subtask D, E, and H). We
removed stochasticity in environment for the controlled experiment. Greedy agent executes the
distractors since they give positive immediate rewards, which makes it impossible to execute
the subtask K which gives the largest reward. GRProp and NSGS agents avoid distractors and
successfully execute subtask K by satisfying its preconditions. After executing subtask K, the NSGS
agent found a shorter path to execute remaining subtasks than the GRProp agent and gets larger
reward.




































Figure 3.7: Performance of MCTS+NSGS, MCTS+GRProp and MCTS per the number of simulated
steps on (Left) Eval of Mining domain and (Right) D2 of Playground domain (see Table 3.1).
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the performance. We implemented the following methods (see Appendix for the detail):
• MCTS: An MCTS algorithm with UCB [Auer et al., 2002] criterion for choosing actions.
• MCTS+NSGS: An MCTS algorithm combined with our NSGS agent. NSGS policy was used
as a rollout policy to explore reasonably good states during tree search, which is similar to
AlphaGo [Silver et al., 2016].
• MCTS+GRProp: An MCTS algorithm combined with our GRProp agent similar to MCTS+NSGS.
The results are shown in Figure 3.7. It turns out that our NSGS performs as well as MCTS method
with approximately 32K simulations on Playground and 11K simulations on Mining domain, while
GRProp performs as well as MCTS with approximately 11K simulations on Playground and 1K
simulations on Mining domain. This indicates that our NSGS agent implicitly performs long-term
reasoning that is not easily achievable by a sophisticated MCTS, even though NSGS does not
use any simulation and has never seen such subtask graphs during training. More interestingly,
MCTS+NSGS and MCTS+GRProp significantly outperforms MCTS, and MCTS+NSGS achieves
approximately 0.97 normalized reward with 33K simulations on Playground domain. We found
that the Optimal policy, which corresponds to normalized reward of 1.0, uses approximately 648M
simulations on Playground domain. Thus, MCTS+NSGS performs almost as well as the Optimal
policy with only 0.005% simulations compared to the Optimal policy. This result implies that NSGS
can also be used to improve simulation-based planning methods by effectively reducing the search
space.
3.6 Discussion
We introduced the subtask graph execution problem which is an effective and principled framework
of describing complex tasks. To address the difficulty of dealing with complex subtask dependencies,
we proposed a graph reward propagation policy derived from a differentiable form of subtask graph,
which plays an important role in pre-training our neural subtask graph solver architecture. The
empirical results showed that our agent can deal with long-term dependencies between subtasks
and generalize well to unseen subtask graphs. In addition, we showed that our agent can be used
to effectively reduce the search space of MCTS so that the agent can find a near-optimal solution
with a small number of simulations. In this paper, we assumed that the subtask graph (e.g., subtask
dependencies and rewards) is given to the agent. However, it will be very interesting future work to
investigate how to extend to more challenging scenarios where the subtask graph is unknown (or
partially known) and thus need to be estimated through experience.
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CHAPTER 4
Meta Reinforcement Learning for Compositional
Task via Task Inference
This chapter proposes and addresses a novel few-shot RL problem, where a task is characterized
by a subtask graph which describes a set of subtasks and their dependencies that are unknown to
the agent. The agent needs to quickly adapt to the task over few episodes during adaptation phase
to maximize the return in the test phase. Instead of directly learning a meta-policy, we develop
a Meta-learner with Subtask Graph Inference (MSGI), which infers the latent parameter of the
task by interacting with the environment and maximizes the return given the latent parameter. To
facilitate learning, we adopt an intrinsic reward inspired by upper confidence bound (UCB) that
encourages efficient exploration. Our experiment results on two grid-world domains and StarCraft
II environments show that the proposed method is able to accurately infer the latent task parameter,
and to adapt more efficiently than existing meta RL and hierarchical RL methods 1.
4.1 Introduction
Recently, reinforcement learning (RL) systems have achieved super-human performance on many
complex tasks [Mnih et al., 2015, Silver et al., 2016, Van Seijen et al., 2017]. However, these works
mostly have been focused on a single known task where the agent can be trained for a long time (e.g.,
Silver et al. [2016]). We argue that agent should be able to solve multiple tasks with varying sources
of reward. Recent work in multi-task RL has attempted to address this; however, they focused on
the setting where the structure of task are explicitly described with natural language instructions [Oh
et al., 2017, Andreas et al., 2017, Yu et al., 2017, Chaplot et al., 2018], programs [Denil et al., 2017],
or graph structures [Sohn et al., 2018]. However, such task descriptions may not readily be available.
A more flexible solution is to have the agents infer the task by interacting with the environment.
1The demo videos and the code are available at https://bit.ly/msgi-videos and
https://github.com/srsohn/msgi.
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Recent work in Meta RL [Hochreiter et al., 2001, Duan et al., 2016, Wang et al., 2016, Finn et al.,
2017] (especially in few-shot learning settings) has attempted to have the agents implicitly infer
tasks and quickly adapt to them. However, they have focused on relatively simple tasks with a single
goal (e.g., multi-armed bandit, locomotion, navigation, etc.).
We argue that real-world tasks often have a hierarchical structure and multiple goals, which
require long horizon planning or reasoning ability [Erol, 1996, Xu et al., 2017, Ghazanfari and
Taylor, 2017, Sohn et al., 2018]. Take, for example, the task of making a breakfast in Figure 4.1.
A meal can be served with different dishes and drinks (e.g., boiled egg and coffee), where each
could be considered as a subtask. These can then be further decomposed into smaller substask
until some base subtask (e.g., pickup egg) is reached. Each subtask can provide the agent with
reward; if only few subtasks provide reward, this is considered a sparse reward problem. When the
subtask dependencies are complex and reward is sparse, learning an optimal policy can require a
large number of interactions with the environment. This is the problem scope we focus on in this
chapter: learning to quickly infer and adapt to varying hierarchical tasks with multiple goals and
complex subtask dependencies.
To this end, we formulate and tackle a new few-shot RL problem called subtask graph inference
problem, where the task is defined as a factored MDP [Boutilier et al., 1995, Jonsson and Barto,
2006] with hierarchical structure represented by subtask graph [Sohn et al., 2018] where the task is
not known a priori. The task consists of multiple subtasks, where each subtask gives reward when
completed (see Figure 1). The complex dependencies between subtasks (i.e., preconditions) enforce
agent to execute all the required subtasks before it can execute a certain subtask. Intuitively, the
agent can efficiently solve the task by leveraging the inductive bias of underlying task structure
(Section 4.3).
Inspired by the recent works on multi-task and few-shot RL, we propose a meta reinforcement
learning approach that explicitly infers the latent structure of the task (e.g., subtask graph). The
agent learns its adaptation policy to collect as much information about the environment as possible
in order to rapidly and accurately infer the unknown task structure. After that, the agent’s test policy
is a contextual policy that takes the inferred subtask graph as an input and maximizes the expected
return (See Figure 4.1). We leverage inductive logic programming (ILP) technique to derive an
efficient task inference method based on the principle of maximum likelihood. To facilitate learning,
we adopt an intrinsic reward inspired by upper confidence bound (UCB) that encourages efficient
exploration. We evaluate our approach on various environments ranging from simple grid-world
[Sohn et al., 2018] to StarCraft II [Vinyals et al., 2017]. In all cases, our method can accurately infer
the latent subtask graph structure, and adapt more efficiently to unseen tasks than the baselines.
The contribution of this work can be summarized as follows:



































Figure 4.1: Overview of our method in the context of prepare breakfast task. This task can be
broken down into subtasks (e.g., pickup mug) that composes the underlying subtask graph G.
(Left) To learn about the unknown task, the agent collects trajectories over K episodes through a
parameterized adaptation policy πadaptθ that learns to explore the environment. (Center) With each
new trajectory, the agent attempts to infer the task’s underlying ground-truth subtask graph G with
Ĝ. (Right) A separate test policy πtest
Ĝ
uses the inferred subtask graph Ĝ to produce a trajectory that
attempts to maximize the agent’s reward
∑
rt (e.g., the green trajectory that achieves the boil egg
subtask). The more precise Ĝ, the more reward the agent would receive, which implicitly improves
the adaptation policy πadaptθ to better explore the environment and therefore better infer Ĝ in return.
recent meta-RL approaches.
• We propose an efficient task inference algorithm that leverages inductive logic programming,
which accurately infers the latent subtask graph from the agent’s experience data.
• We implement a deep meta-RL agent that efficiently infers the subtask graph for faster adaptation.
• We compare our method with other meta-RL agents on various domains, and show that our
method adapts more efficiently to unseen tasks with complex subtask dependencies.
4.2 Related Work
Meta Reinforcement Learning. There are roughly two broad categories of meta-RL approaches:
gradient-based meta-learners [Finn et al., 2017, Nichol et al., 2018, Gupta et al., 2018, Finn et al.,
2018, Kim et al., 2018] and RNN-based meta-learners [Duan et al., 2016, Wang et al., 2016].
Gradient-based meta RL algorithms, such as MAML [Finn et al., 2017] and Reptile [Nichol et al.,
2018], learn the agent’s policy by taking policy gradient steps during an adaptation phase, where
the meta-learner aims to learn a good initialization that enables rapid adaptation to an unseen task.
RNN-based meta-RL methods [Duan et al., 2016, Wang et al., 2016] updates the hidden states of
a RNN as a process of adaptation, where both of hidden state initialization and update rule are
meta-learned. Other variants of adaptation models instead of RNNs such as temporal convolutions
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(SNAIL) [Mishra et al., 2018] also have been explored. Our approach is closer to the second
category, but different from existing works as we directly and explicitly infer the task parameter.
Logic induction. Inductive logic programming systems [Muggleton, 1991] learn a set of rules
from examples. [Xu et al., 2017] These works differ from ours as they are open-loop LPI; the input
data to LPI module is generated by other policy that does not care about ILP process. However, our
agent learns a policy to collect data more efficiently (i.e., closed-loop ILP). There also have been
efforts to combine neural networks and logic rules to deal with noisy and erroneous data and seek
data efficiency, such as [Hu et al., 2016, Evans and Grefenstette, 2017, Dong et al., 2019].
Autonomous Construction of Task Structure. Task planning approaches represented the
task structure using Hierarchical Task Networks (HTNs) [Tate, 1977]. HTN identifies subtasks
for a given task and represent symbolic representations of their preconditions and effects, to
reduce the search space of planning [Hayes and Scassellati, 2016]. They aim to execute a single
goal task, often with assumptions of simpler subtask dependency structures (e.g., without NOT
dependency [Ghazanfari and Taylor, 2017, Liu et al., 2016]) such that the task structure can be
constructed from the successful trajectories. In contrast, we tackle a more general and challenging
setting, where each subtask gives a reward (i.e., multi-goal setting) and the goal is to maximize
the cumulative sum of reward within an episode. More recently, these task planning approaches
were successfully applied to the few-shot visual imitation learning tasks by constructing recursive
programs [Xu et al., 2017] or graph [Huang et al., 2018]. Contrary to them, we employ an active
policy that seeks for experience useful in discovering the task structure in unknown and stochastic
environments.
4.3 Problem Definition: Subtask Graph Inference Problem
We formulate the subtask graph inference problem, an instance of few-shot RL problem where a
task is parameterized by subtask graph [Sohn et al., 2018]. The details of how a subtask graph
parameterizes the MDP is described in Appendix A.1. Our problem extends the subtask graph
execution problem in [Sohn et al., 2018] by removing the assumption that a subtask graph is given
to the agent; thus, the agent must infer the subtask graph in order to perform the complex task.
Following few-shot RL settings, the agent’s goal is to quickly adapt to the given task (i.e., MDP) in
the adaptation phase to maximize the return in the test phase (see Figure 4.1). A task consists of N
subtasks and the subtask graph models a hierarchical dependency between subtasks.
Subtask: A subtask Φi can be defined by a tuple (completion set S icomp ⊂ S, precondition
Gic : S 7→ {0, 1}, subtask reward function Gir : S → R). A subtask Φi is complete if the
current state is contained in its completion set (i.e., st ∈ S icomp), and the agent receives a reward
rt ∼ Gir upon the completion of subtask Φi. A subtask Φi is eligible (i.e., subtask can be executed)
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Require: p(G): distribution over subtask graph
1: while not done do
2: Sample batch of task parameters {Gi}Mi=1 ∼ p(G)
3: for all Gi in the batch do
4: Rollout K episodes τ = {st,ot, rt, dt}Ht=1 ∼ π
adapt
θ in taskMGi . adaptation phase
5: Compute rUCBt as in Eq.(4.6)
6: Ĝi = ILP(τ) . subtask graph inference
7: Sample τ ′ ∼ πexe
Ĝi
in taskMGi . test phase
8: end for








Program 4.1: Adaptation policy optimization during meta-training
if its precondition Gic is satisfied (see Figure 4.1 for examples). A subtask graph is a tuple of
precondition and subtask reward of all the subtasks: G = (Gc, Gr). Then, the task defined by the
subtask graph is a factored MDP [Boutilier et al., 1995, Schuurmans and Patrascu, 2002]; i.e., the




i|s, a) and the reward function is factored as
R(s, a) =
∑
iRGri(s, a) (see Appendix for the detail). The main benefit of factored MDP is that it
allows us to model many hierarchical tasks in a principled way with a compact representation such
as dynamic Bayesian network [Dean and Kanazawa, 1989, Boutilier et al., 1995]. For each subtask
Φi, the agent can learn an option Oi [Sutton et al., 1999b] that executes the subtask2.
Environment: The state input to the agent at time step t consists of st =
{xt, et, stept, epit,obst}.
• Completion: xt ∈ {0, 1}N indicates whether each subtask is complete.
• Eligibility: et ∈ {0, 1}N indicates whether each subtask is eligible (i.e., precondition is satisfied).
• Time budget: stept ∈ R is the remaining time steps until episode termination.
• Episode budget: epit ∈ R is the remaining number of episodes in adaptation phase.
• Observation: obst ∈ RH×W×C is a (visual) observation at time t.
At time step t, we denote the option taken by the agent as ot and the binary variable that indicates
whether episode is terminated as dt.
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Require: The current parameter θ
Require: A taskMG parametrized by a task parameter G (unknown to the agent)
1: Roll out K train episodes τH = {st,ot, rt, dt}Ht=1 ∼ π
adapt
θ in taskMG . adaptation phase
2: Infer a subtask graph: Ĝ = (Ĝc, Ĝr) = (ILP(τH),RI(τH)) . task inference
3: Roll out a test episode τ ′ = {s′t,o′t, r′t, d′t}H
′
t=1 ∼ πexeĜ in taskMG . test phase




t for this task
Program 4.2: Process of single trial for a taskMG at meta-test time
4.4 Method
We propose a Meta-learner with Subtask Graph Inference (MSGI) which infers the latent subtask
graph G. Figure 4.1 overviews our approach. Our main idea is to employ two policies: adaptation
policy and test policy. During the adaptation phase, an adaptation policy πadaptθ rolls out K episodes
of adaptation trajectories. From the collected adaptation trajectories, the agent infers the subtask
graph Ĝ using inductive logic programming (ILP) technique. A test policy πtest
Ĝ
, conditioned on
the inferred subtask graph Ĝ, rolls out episodes and maximizes the return in the test phase. Note
that the performance depends on the quality of the inferred subtask graph. The adaptation policy
indirectly contributes to the performance by improving the quality of inference. Intuitively, if the
adaptation policy completes more diverse subtasks during adaptation, the more “training data” is
given to the ILP module, which results in more accurate inferred subtask graph. Algorithm 6.1
summarizes our meta-training procedure. For meta-testing, see Algorithm 4.2.
4.4.1 Subtask Graph Inference
Let τH = {s1,o1, r1, d1, . . . , sH} be an adaptation trajectory of the adaptation policy πadaptθ for K
episodes (or H steps in total) in adaptation phase. The goal is to infer the subtask graph G for
this task, specified by preconditions Gc and subtask rewards Gr. We find the maximum-likelihood
estimate (MLE) of G = (Gc, Gr) that maximizes the likelihood of the adaptation trajectory τH :
ĜMLE = arg maxGc,Gr p(τH |Gc, Gr).
2As in Andreas et al. [2017], Oh et al. [2017], Sohn et al. [2018], such options are pre-learned with curriculum
learning; the policy is learned by maximizing the subtask reward, and the initiation set and termination condition are















































Decision tree of 𝐴























Figure 4.2: Our inductive logic programming module infers the precondition Gc from adaptation
trajectory. For example, the decision tree of subtask E (bottom row) estimates the latent precondition
function fGEc : x 7→ e
E by fitting its input-output data (i.e., agent’s trajectory {xt, eEt }Ht=1). The
decision tree is constructed by choosing a variable (i.e., a component of x) at each node that best
splits the data. The learned decision trees of all the subtasks are represented as logic expressions,
and then transformed and merged to form a subtask graph.
The likelihood term can be expanded as
p(τH |Gc, Gr) = p(s1|Gc)
H∏
t=1




p(st+1|st,ot, Gc)p(rt|st,ot, Gr), (4.2)
where we dropped the terms that are independent of G. From the definitions in Section 4.3,
precondition Gc defines the mapping x 7→ e, and the subtask reward Gr determines the reward as
rt ∼ Gri if subtask i is eligible (i.e., eit = 1) and optionOi is executed at time t. Therefore, we have















We note that no supervision from the ground-truth subtask graph G is used. Below we explain how
to compute the estimate of preconditions ĜMLEc and subtask rewards Ĝ
MLE
r .
Precondition inference via logic induction Since the precondition function fGc : x 7→ e (see
Section 4.3 for definition) is a deterministic mapping, the probability term p(et|xt, Gc) in Eq.(4.3)
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is 1 if et = fGc(xt) and 0 otherwise. Therefore, we can rewrite ĜMLEc in Eq.(4.3) as:




I(et = fGc(xt)), (4.4)
where I(·) is the indicator function. Since the eligibility e is factored, the precondition function fGci
for each subtask is inferred independently. We formulate the problem of finding a boolean function
that satisfies all the indicator functions in Eq.(4.4) (i.e.,
∏H
t=1 I(et = fGc(xt)) = 1) as an inductive
logic programming (ILP) problem [Muggleton, 1991]. Specifically, {xt}Ht=1 forms binary vector
inputs to programs, and {eit}Ht=1 forms Boolean-valued outputs of the i-th program that denotes the
eligibility of the i-th subtask. We use the classification and regression tree (CART) to infer the
precondition function fGc for each subtask based on Gini impurity [Breiman, 1984]. Intuitively, the
constructed decision tree is the simplest boolean function approximation for the given input-output
pairs {xt, et}. Then, we convert it to a logic expression (i.e., precondition) in sum-of-product (SOP)
form to build the subtask graph. Figure 4.2 summarizes the overall logic induction process.
Subtask reward inference To infer the subtask reward function ĜMLEr in Eq.(4.3), we model each
component of subtask reward as a Gaussian distribution Gir ∼ N (µ̂i, σ̂i). Then, µ̂iMLE becomes the









t=1 rtI(ot = Oi, eit = 1)∑H
t=1 I(ot = Oi, eit = 1)
. (4.5)
4.4.2 Test phase: Subtask Graph Execution Policy
Once a subtask graph Ĝ has been inferred, we can derive a subtask graph execution (SGE) policy
πexe
Ĝ
(o|x) that aims to maximize the cumulative reward in the test phase. Note that this is precisely
the problem setting used in Sohn et al. [2018]. Therefore, we employ a graph reward propagation
(GRProp) policy [Sohn et al., 2018] as our SGE policy. Intuitively, the GRProp policy approximates
a subtask graph to a differentiable form such that we can compute the gradient of modified return
with respect to the completion vector to measure how much each subtask is likely to increase the
modified return.
4.4.3 Learning: Optimization of the Adaptation Policy
We now describe how to learn the adaptation policy πadaptθ , or its parameters θ. We can directly
optimize the objective RMG(π) using policy gradient methods [Williams, 1992, Sutton et al.,
1999a], such as actor-critic method with generalized advantage estimation (GAE) [Schulman et al.,
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2016]. However, we find it challenging to train our model for two reasons: 1) delayed and sparse
reward (i.e., the return in the test phase is treated as if it were given as a one-time reward at the
last step of adaptation phase), and 2) large task variance due to highly expressive power of subtask
graph. To facilitate learning, we propose to give an intrinsic reward rUCBt to agent in addition to
the extrinsic environment reward, where rUCBt is the upper confidence bound (UCB) [Auer et al.,
2002]-inspired exploration bonus term as follows:






where N is the number of subtasks, eit is the eligibility of subtask i at time t, and n
i(e) is the
visitation count of ei (i.e., the eligibility of subtask i) during the adaptation phase until time t. The
weight wUCB is designed to encourage the agent to make eligible and execute those subtasks that
have infrequently been eligible, since such rare data points in general largely improve the inference
by balancing the dataset that CART (i.e., our logic induction module) learns from. The conditioning
term I(xt is novel) encourages the adaptation policy to visit novel states with a previously unseen
completion vector xt (i.e., different combination of completed subtasks), since the data points with
same xt input will be ignored in the ILP module as a duplication. We implement I(xt is novel)















where H is the horizon of adaptation phase. Finally, we train the adaptation policy πadaptθ using an















whereRMG(·) is the meta-learning objective in Eq.(2.4), βUCB is the mixing hyper-parameter, and
Ĝ is the inferred subtask graph that depends on the adaptation policy πadaptθ . The complete procedure
for training our MSGI agent with UCB reward is summarized in Algorithm 6.1.
4.5 Experiments
In the experiment, we investigate the following research questions:
1. Does MSGI correctly infer task parameters G?
2. Does adaptation policy πadaptθ improve the efficiency of few-shot RL?
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3. Does the use of UCB bonus facilitate training? (§ 4.5.3)
4. How well does MSGI perform compared with other meta-RL algorithms?
5. Can MSGI generalize to longer adaptation horizon, and unseen and more complex tasks?
We evaluate our approach in comparison with the following baselines:
• Random is a policy that executes a random eligible subtask that has not been completed.
• RL2 is the meta-RL agent in Duan et al. [2016], trained to maximize the return over K episodes.
• HRL is the hierarchical RL agent in Sohn et al. [2018] trained with the same actor-critic method
as our approach during adaptation phase. The network parameter is reset when the task changes.
• GRProp+Oracle is the GRProp policy [Sohn et al., 2018] provided with the ground-truth subtask
graph as input. This is roughly an upper bound of the performance of MSGI-based approaches.
• MSGI-Rand (Ours) uses a random policy as an adaptation policy, with the task inference module.
• MSGI-Meta (Ours) uses a meta-learned policy (i.e., πadaptθ ) as an adaptation policy, with the task
inference module.
For RL2 and HRL, we use the same network architecture as our MSGI adaptation policy. The
domains on which we evaluate these approaches include two simple grid-world environments
(Mining and Playground) [Sohn et al., 2018] and a more challenging domain SC2LE [Vinyals
et al., 2017] (StarCraft II).
4.5.1 Experiments on Mining and Playground Domains
Mining [Sohn et al., 2018] is inspired by Minecraft (see Figure 4.3) where the agent receives reward
by picking up raw materials in the world or crafting items with raw materials. Playground [Sohn
et al., 2018] is a more flexible and challenging domain, where the environment is stochastic and
subtask graphs are randomly generated (i.e., precondition is an arbitrary logic expression). We follow
the setting in Sohn et al. [2018] for choosing train/evaluation sets. We measure the performance in
terms of normalized reward R̂ = (R−Rmin)/(Rmax −Rmin) averaged over 4 random seeds, where
Rmin and Rmax correspond to the average reward of the Random and the GRProp+Oracle agent,
respectively.
4.5.1.1 Training Performance
Figure 4.4 shows the learning curves of MSGI-Meta and RL2, trained on the D1-Train set of
Playground domain. We set the adaptation budget in each trial to K = 10 episodes. For MSGI-
Rand and HRL (which are not meta-learners), we show the average performance after 10 episodes
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Figure 4.3: Left: A visual illustration of Playground domain and an example of underlying subtask
graph. The goal is to execute subtasks in the optimal order to maximize the reward within time
budget. The subtask graph describes subtasks with the corresponding rewards (e.g., transforming
a chest gives 0.1 reward) and dependencies between subtasks through AND and OR nodes. For
instance, the agent must first transform chest AND transform diamond before executing pick up
duck. Right: A warfare scenario in SC2LE domain [Vinyals et al., 2017]. The agent must prepare
for the upcoming warfare by training appropriate units, through an appropriate order of subtasks
(see Appendix for more details).


















Figure 4.4: Learning curves on the Playground domain. We measure the normalized reward (y-axis)
in a test phase, after a certain number of training trials (x-axis).
of adaptation. As training goes on, the performance of MSGI-Meta significantly improves over
MSGI-Rand with a large margin. It demonstrates that our meta adaptation policy learns to explore
the environment more efficiently, inferring subtask graphs more accurately. We also observe that
the performance of RL2 agent improves over time, eventually outperforming the HRL agent. This
indicates that RL2 learns 1) a good initial policy parameter that captures the common knowledge
generally applied to all the tasks and 2) an efficient adaptation scheme such that it can adapt to the
given task more quickly than standard policy gradient update in HRL.
4.5.1.2 Adaptation and Generalization Performance
Adaptation efficiency. In Figure 4.5, we measure the test performance (in terms of the normalized
reward R̂) by varying episode budgetK (i.e., how many episodes are used in adaptation phase), after
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Figure 4.5: Generalization performance on unseen tasks (D1-Eval, D2, D3, D4, and Mining-Eval)
with varying adaptation horizon. We trained agent with the fixed adaptation budget (K = 10 for
Playground and K = 25 for Mining) denoted by the vertical dashed line, and tested with varying
unseen adaptation budgets. We report the average normalized return during test phase, where
GRProp+Oracle is the upper bound (i.e., R̂ = 1) and Random is the lower bound (i.e., R̂ = 0). The
shaded area in the plot indicates the range between R̂ + σ and R̂− σ where σ is the standard error
of normalized return.
8000 trials of meta-training (Figure 4.4). Intuitively, it shows how quickly the agent can adapt to the
given task. Our full algorithm MSGI-Meta consistently outperforms MSGI-Rand across all the tasks,
showing that our meta adaptation policy can efficiently explore informative states that are likely to
result in more accurate subtask graph inference. Also, both of our MSGI-based models perform
better than HRL and RL2 baselines in all the tasks, showing that explicitly inferring underlying task
structure and executing the predicted subtask graph is more effective than learning slow-parameters
and fast-parameters (e.g., RNN states) on those tasks involving complex subtask dependencies.
Generalization performance. We test whether the agents can generalize over unseen task
and longer adaptation horizon, as shown in Figure 4.5. For Playground, we follow the setup
of [Sohn et al., 2018]: we train the agent on D1-Train with the adaptation budget of 10 episodes,
and test on unseen graph distributions D1-Eval and larger graphs D2-D4 (See Appendix A.2 for
more details about the tasks in Playground and Mining). We report the agent’s performance as the
normalized reward with up to 20 episodes of adaptation budget. For Mining, the agent is trained
on randomly generated graphs with 25 episodes budget and tested on 440 hand-designed graphs
used in [Sohn et al., 2018], with up to 50 episodes of adaptation budget. Both of our MSGI-based
models generalize well to unseen tasks and over different adaptation horizon lengths, continuingly
improving the agent’s performance. It demonstrates that the efficient exploration scheme that our
meta adaptation policy can generalize to unseen tasks and longer adaptation horizon, and that our
task execution policy, GRProp, generalizes well to unseen tasks as already shown in [Sohn et al.,
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Figure 4.6: Adaptation performance with different adaptation horizon on SC2LE domain.
2018]. However, RL2 fails to generalize to unseen task and longer adaptation horizon: on D2-D4
with adaptation horizons longer than the length the meta-learner was trained for, the performance
of the RL2 agent is almost stationary or even decreases for very long-horizon case (D2, D3, and
Mining), eventually being surpassed by the HRL agent. This indicates (1) the adaptation scheme that
RL2 learned does not generalize well to longer adaptation horizons, and (2) a common knowledge
learned from the training tasks does not generalize well to unseen test tasks.
4.5.2 Experiments on StarCraft II Domain
SC2LE [Vinyals et al., 2017] is a challenging RL domain built upon the real-time strategy game
StarCraft II. We focus on two particular types of scenarios: Defeat Enemy and Build Unit. Each
type of the scenarios models the different aspect of challenges in the full game. The goal of
Defeat Enemy is to eliminate various enemy armies invading within 2,400 steps. We consider
three different combinations of units with varying difficulty: Defeat Zerglings, Defeat Hydralisks,
Defeat Hydralisks & Ultralisks (see Figure B.1 in Appendix B.1 and demo videos at https:
//bit.ly/msgi-videos). The goal of Build Unit scenario is to build a specific unit within
2,400 steps. To showcase the advantage of MSGI infering the underlying subtask graph, we set the
target unit as Battlecruiser, which is at the highest rank in the technology tree of Terran race. In
both scenarios, the agent needs to train the workers, collect resources, and construct buildings and
produce units in correct sequential order to win the game. Each building or unit has a precondition
as per the technology tree of the player’s race (see Appendix B.1 for more details).
Agents. Note that the precondition of each subtask is determined by the domain and remains
fixed across the tasks. If we train the meta agents (MSGI-Meta and RL2), the agents memorize the
subtask dependencies (i.e., over-fitting) and does not learn any useful policy for efficient adaptation.
Thus, we only evaluate Random and HRL as our baseline agents. Instead of MSGI-Meta, we used
MSGI-GRProp. MSGI-GRProp uses the GRProp policy as an adaptation policy since GRProp is
a good approximation algorithm that works well without meta-training as shown in [Sohn et al.,
2018]. Since the environment does not provide any subtask-specific reward, we set the subtask
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reward using the UCB bonus term in Eq. (4.6) to encourage efficient exploration.
Subtask graph inference. We quantitatively evaluate the inferred subtask graph in terms of the
precision and recall of the inferred precondition function fĉ : x 7→ ê. Specifically, we compare the
inference output ê with the GT label e generated by the GT precondition function fc : x 7→ e for all
possible binary assignments of input (i.e., completion vector x). For all the tasks, our MSGI-GRProp
agent almost perfectly infers the preconditions with more than 94% precision and 96% recall of all
possible binary assignments, when averaged over all 163 preconditions in the game, with only 20
episodes of adaptation budget. We provide the detailed quantitative and qualitative results on the
inferred subtask graph in supplemental material.
Adaptation efficiency. Figure 4.6 shows the adaptation efficiency of MSGI-GRProp, HRL agents,
and Random policy on the four scenarios. We report the average victory or success rate over 8
episodes. MSGI-GRProp consistently outperforms HRL agents with a high victory rate, by (1)
quickly figuring out the useful units and their prerequisite buildings and (2) focusing on executing
these subtasks in a correct order. For example, our MSGI-GRProp learns from the inferred subtask
graph that some buildings such as sensor tower or engineering bay are unnecessary for training
units and avoids constructing them.
























Figure 4.7: Comparison of meta-training MSGI-Meta agent that was trained with UCB bonus
and extrinsic reward, and MSGI-Meta without UCB agent that was trained with extrinsic reward
only in the Playground and Mining domain. In both domains, adding UCB bonus improves the
meta-training performance of our MSGI-Meta agent.
4.5.3 Ablation study on the intrinsic reward
We conducted an ablation study comparing our MSGI-Meta with and without UCB bonus. We
will refer our method with UCB bonus as MSGI-Meta, and our method without UCB bonus as
MSGI-Meta without UCB. Figure 4.7 shows that UCB bonus facilitates the meta-training of our
MSGI-Meta agents in both Playground and Mining domains.
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4.6 Discussion
We introduced and addressed a few-shot RL problem with a complex subtask dependencies. We
proposed to learn the adaptation policy that efficiently collects experiences in the environment, infer
the underlying hierarchical task structure, and maximize the expected reward using the execution
policy given the inferred subtask graph. The empirical results confirm that our agent can efficiently
explore the environment during the adaptation phase that leads to better task inference and leverage
the inferred task structure during the test phase. In this work, we assumed that the option is pre-
learned and the environment provides the status of each subtask. In the future work, our approach
may be extended to more challenging settings where the relevant subtask structure is fully learned
from pure observations, and options to execute these subtasks are also automatically discovered.
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CHAPTER 5
Fast Inference and Transfer of Compositional Task
Structures for Few-shot Task Generalization
This chapter proposes a novel method that can learn a prior model of task structure from the
training tasks and transfer it to the unseen tasks for fast adaptation. We formulate this as a few-shot
reinforcement learning problem where a task is characterized by a subtask graph which describes a
set of subtasks and their dependencies that are unknown to the agent. Instead of directly inferring an
unstructured task embedding, our multi-task subtask graph inferencer (MTSGI) infers the common
task structure in terms of the subtask graph from the training tasks, and use it as a prior to improve
the task inference in testing. To this end, we propose to model the prior sampling and posterior
update for the subtask graph inference. Our experiment results on 2D grid-world and complex web
navigation domains show that the proposed method can learn and leverage the common underlying
structure of the tasks for faster adaptation to the unseen tasks than various existing algorithms such
as meta reinforcement learning, hierarchical reinforcement learning, and other heuristic agents.
5.1 Introduction
Recently, deep reinforcement learning (RL) has shown an outstanding performance on various
domains such as video games [Mnih et al., 2015, Vinyals et al., 2019] and board games [Silver
et al., 2017]. However, most of the successes of deep RL were focused on a single-task setting
where the agent is allowed to interact with the environment for hundreds of millions of time steps.
In numerous real-world scenarios, interacting with the environment is expensive or limited, and
the agent is often presented with a novel task that is not seen during its training time. In order
to overcome this limitation, many recent works focused on scaling the RL algorithm beyond the
single task setting. Recent works on multi-task RL aim to build a single, contextual policy that can
solve multiple related tasks and generalize to unseen tasks. However, they require a certain form
of task embedding as an extra input that often fully characterizes the given task [Oh et al., 2017,
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Andreas et al., 2017, Yu et al., 2017, Chaplot et al., 2018], or requires a human demonstration Huang
et al. [2018], which are not readily available in practice. Meta RL [Finn et al., 2017, Duan et al.,
2016] focuses on a more general setting where the agent should learn about the unseen task purely
via interacting with environment without any additional information. However, such meta-RL
algorithms either require a large amount of experience on the sufficiently diverse set of tasks or are
limited to a relatively smaller set of simple tasks with similar task structures.
On the contrary, real-world problems require the agent to solve much more complex and
compositional tasks without human supervision. Consider a web-navigating RL agent given the task
of checking out the products from an online store. The agent can complete the task by filling out the
correct information to the corresponding web elements such as shipping or payment information,
navigating between the web pages, and finally, placing the order by clicking the appropriate button.
Note that the task consists of multiple subtasks and the subtasks have complex dependencies in the
form of precondition; For instance, the agent may proceed to the payment web page after all the
required shipping information has been correctly filled in, or the credit card number field
will show up after selecting the credit card as a payment method. Learning to perform such
task can be quite challenging when the reward is given only after yielding meaningful outcomes (i.e.,
sparse reward task). This is the problem scope we focus on in this work: solving compositional tasks
with complex subtask dependencies and generalizing to unseen tasks without human supervision.
Recent works [Sohn et al., 2019, Xu et al., 2017, Huang et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2016, Ghazanfari
and Taylor, 2017] tackled the compositional tasks by explicitly inferring the underlying task structure
in a graph form. Specifically, the subtask graph inference (SGI) framework [Sohn et al., 2019] uses
inductive logic programming (ILP) on the agent’s own experience to infer the task structure in terms
of subtask graph and learns a contextual policy to execute the inferred task in few-shot RL setting.
However, it only meta-learned the adaptation policy that relates to the efficient exploration, while the
task inference and execution policy learning were limited to a single task (i.e., both task inference
and policy learning were done from scratch for each task), limiting its capability of handling large
variance in the task structure. We claim that the inefficient task inference may hinder applying the
SGI framework to a more complex domain such as web navigation [Shi et al., 2017, Liu et al., 2018]
where a task may have a large number of subtasks and complex dependencies between them. We
note that human can navigate an unseen website by transferring the high-level process learned from
previously seen websites.
Inspired by this, we extend the SGI framework to a multi-task subtask graph inferencer (MTSGI)
that can generalize the previously learned high-level task structure to the unseen task for faster
adaptation and stronger generalization. MTSGI estimates the prior model of the subtask graphs
inferred from the training tasks. When an unseen task is presented, MTSGI samples the prior
that best matches with the current task, and incorporate the sampled prior model to improve the
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inference of posterior over the latent subtask graph, which in turn improves the policy learning. We
demonstrate results in the 2D grid-world domain and the web navigation domain that simulates the
interaction with ten actual websites. We compare our method with MSGI [Sohn et al., 2019] that
learns the task hierarchy from scratch for each task, and two other baselines including hierarchical
RL and a heuristic algorithm. We find that our agent significantly outperforms all other baselines,
and the result demonstrates that the prior model learned by MTSGI enables more efficient task
inference compared to MSGI.
5.2 Related Work
Meta-reinforcement learning. Our work aims to tackle the few-shot reinforcement learning (RL)
problem via multi-task task inference. Researchers have previously studied meta-reinforcement
learning in order to solve the few-shot reinforcement learning problem, where there exist two
broad categories of meta-RL approaches: RNN and gradient-based methods. The RNN-based
meta-RL methods [Duan et al., 2016, Wang et al., 2016, Hochreiter et al., 2001] encode the common
knowledges of the task into the hidden states and the parameters of the RNN. The gradient-based
meta-RL methods [Finn et al., 2017, Nichol et al., 2018, Gupta et al., 2018, Finn et al., 2018, Kim
et al., 2018] encode the task embedding in terms of the initial policy parameter for fast adaptation
through meta gradient. Existing meta-RL approaches, however, often require a large amount of
environment interaction due to the long-horizon nature of the few-shot RL tasks. Our work instead
explicitly infers the underlying task parameter in terms of subtask graph, which can be efficiently
inferred using inductive logic programming (ILP) method and be transferred across different, unseen
tasks.
Multi-task reinforcement learning. Multi-task reinforcement learning aims to learn an in-
ductive bias that can be shared and used across a variety of related RL tasks to improve the task
generalization. Early works mostly focused on the transfer learning oriented approaches [Lazaric,
2012, Taylor and Stone, 2009] such as instance transfer [Lazaric et al., 2008] or representation
transfer [Konidaris and Barto, 2006]. However, these algorithms rely heavily on the prior knowledge
about the allowed task differences. Hausman et al. [2018], Pinto and Gupta [2017], Wilson et al.
[2007] proposed to train a multi-task policy with multiple objectives from different tasks. However,
the gradients from different tasks may conflict and hurt the training of other tasks. To avoid gradient
conflict, Zhang and Yeung [2014], Chen et al. [2018], Lin et al. [2019] proposed to explicitly model
the task similarity. However, dynamically modulating the loss or the gradient of RL update often
results in the instability in optimization. Our multi-task learning algorithm also takes the transfer
learning oriented viewpoint; MTSGI captures and transfers the task knowledge in terms of the
subtask graph. However, our work does not make a strong assumption on the task distribution.
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We only assume that the task is parameterized by unknown subtask graph, which subsumes many
existing compositional tasks (e.g., Oh et al. [2017], Andreas et al. [2017], Huang et al. [2018], etc).
Web navigating RL agent. Previous work introduced MiniWoB [Shi et al., 2017] and Mini-
WoB++ [Liu et al., 2018] benchmarks that are manually curated sets of simulated toy environments
for the web navigation problem. They formulated the problem as acting on a page represented as
a Document Object Model (DOM), a hierarchy of objects in the page. The agent is trained with
human demonstrations and online episodes in an RL loop. Jia et al. [2019] proposed a graph neural
network based DOM encoder and a multi-task formulation of the problem similar to this work. Gur
et al. [2018] introduced a manually-designed curriculum learning method and an LSTM based DOM
encoder. DOM level representations of web pages pose a significant sim-to-real gap as simulated
websites are considerably smaller (100s of nodes) compared to noisy real websites (1000s of nodes).
As a result, these models are trained and evaluated on the same simulated environments which is
difficult to deploy on real websites. Our work formulates the problem as abstract web navigation on
real websites where the objective is to learn a latent subtask dependency graph similar to sitemap
of websites. We propose a multi-task training objective that generalizes from a fixed set of real
websites to unseen websites without any demonstration, illustrating an agent capable of navigating
real websites for the first time.
5.3 Subtask Graph Inference Problem
The subtask graph inference problem [Sohn et al., 2019] is a few-shot RL problem where a task is
parameterized by a set of subtasks and their dependencies. Formally, a task consists of N subtasks
{Φ1, . . . ,ΦN}, and each subtask Φi is parameterized by a tuple (Scompi, Gic, Gir). The goal state
Scompi and precondition Gic defines the condition that a subtask is completed: the current state
should be contained in its goal states (i.e., st ∈ S icomp) and the precondition should be satisfied (i.e.,
fc(st) = 1). If the precondition is not satisfied, the subtask cannot be completed and agent receives
no reward even if the goal state is achieved. The subtask reward function Gir defines the amount
of reward given to the agent when it completes the subtask i: rt ∼ Gir. We note that the subtasks
{Φ1, . . . ,ΦN} are unknown to the agent. Thus, the agent should learns to infer the underlying task
structure and complete the subtasks in an optimal order while satisfying the required preconditions.
State. In subtask graph inference problem, it is assumed that the state input provides high-
level status of the subtasks at each time step. Intuitively, this enables the agent to infer the latent
subtask structure only from the interaction with environment. Specifically, the state consists of the
followings: st = (obst,xt, et, stepepi,t, stepphase,t). The obst ∈ {0, 1}W×H×C is a visual observation
of the environment. The completion vector xt ∈ {0, 1}N indicates whether each subtask is complete.
The eligibility vector et ∈ {0, 1}N indicates whether each subtask is eligible (i.e., precondition is
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Require: πadapt: adaptation policy, T prior: prior set
1: T prior ← ∅
2: for each taskMi ∈Mtrain and its subtask set Φi do
3: Rollout adaptation phase for K steps:
4: τ = {st,ot, rt, dt}Kt=1 ∼ πadapt in taskMi.
5: Infer subtask graph GMLE = arg maxG p(τ |G)
6: πexe = GRProp(GMLE)
7: Rollout test phase: τ test ∼ πexe in taskMi





Program 5.1: Meta-training: learning the prior
satisfied). Following the few-shot RL setting, the agent observes two scalar-valued time features:
the remaining time steps until the episode termination stepepi,t ∈ R and the remaining time steps
until the phase termination stepphase,t ∈ R.
Options. For each subtask Φi, the agent can learn an optionOi [Sutton et al., 1999b] that reaches
the goal state of the subtask. Following Sohn et al. [2019], such options are pre-learned individually
by maximizing the goal-reaching reward: rt = I(st ∈ S icomp). At time step t, we denote the option
taken by the agent as ot and the binary variable that indicates whether episode is terminated as dt.
5.4 Method
We propose a novel multi-task learning extension of subtask graph inference framework (MTSGI)
that can perform an efficient posterior inference of latent task embedding (i.e., subtask graph).
Specifically, MTSGI infers the subtask graph of the training tasksMtrain and estimates the prior
model from the inferred subtask graphs during meta-training. During meta-evaluation, MTSGI first
samples the subtask graph from the prior model, and incorporates the agent’s adaptation trajectory
to update the posterior estimate of the latent subtask graph of the evaluation tasksMeval.
5.4.1 Meta-training: learning the prior
Let τ be an adaptation trajectory of the agent for K steps. The goal is to infer the latent subtask
graph G for the given training task MG ∈ Mtrain, specified by preconditions Gc and subtask
rewards Gr. We find the maximum-likelihood estimate (MLE) of G = (Gc, Gr) that maximizes the
likelihood of the adaptation trajectory τ :
ĜMLE = arg max
Gc,Gr
p(τ |Gc, Gr). (5.1)
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Following Sohn et al. [2019], we infer the precondition Gc and the subtask reward Gr as follows:



















(rt − µ̂iMLE)2|ot = Oi, eit = 1
]
, (5.5)
where et is the eligibility vector, xt is the completion vector, ot is the option taken by the agent, rt
is the reward at time step t, and Oi is the option corresponding to the i-th subtask. See Section 4.4.1
for the detailed derivation.
Precondition inference. The problem in Equation (5.2) is known as the inductive logic pro-
gramming (ILP) problem that finds a boolean function that satisfies all the indicator functions.
Specifically, {xt}Ht=1 forms binary vector inputs to programs, and {eit}Ht=1 forms Boolean-valued
outputs of the i-th program that denotes the eligibility of the i-th subtask. We use the classification
and regression tree (CART) to infer the precondition function fGc for each subtask based on Gini
impurity [Breiman, 1984]. Intuitively, the constructed decision tree is the simplest boolean function
approximation for the given input-output pairs {xt, et}. The decision tree is converted to a logic
expression (i.e., precondition) in sum-of-product (SOP) form to build the subtask graph.
Subtask reward inference. In Equation (5.3), the MLE of the subtask reward ĜMLE,ir is given as
the empirical mean and variance of the option reward of each subtask. Thus, we accumulate the
reward over the option execution and store them during the adaptation. In test phase, we compute the
empirical mean and variance from the recorded rewards and use them as the Gaussian parameters of
subtask reward distribution.
For all the training tasks, we store the inferred subtask graph ĜMLE (i.e., the precondition and
the subtask reward) after the adaptation. The stored subtask graphs are used as a prior model
(See Section 5.4.3) in meta-evaluation. The overall process of meta-training is summarized in
Algorithm 5.1.
5.4.2 Adaptation policy
The goal of adaptation policy is to maximally explore and gather the information about the task to
accurately infer the latent subtask graph. Intuitively, adaptation policy should try to make diverse
subtasks eligible and complete since the precondition Gc is inferred from the completion and
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Require: πexe: test policy (GRProp), πadapt: adaptation policy, T prior: prior set
1: for each taskMi ∈Meval and its subtask set Φi do
2: Sample prior: (Gprior,Φprior, R(τ prior)) ∼ p(T prior)
3: Ĝprior = MapΦprior→Φi(G
prior) . subtask mapping
4: Rollout adaptation phase for K steps:
5: τ = {st,ot, rt, dt}Kt=1 ∼ πadapt in taskMi
6: Infer subtask graph GMLE = arg maxG p(τ |G)
7: πexe ∝ GRProp(GMLE)α · GRProp(Ĝprior)(1−α)
8: Rollout test phase: τ test ∼ πexe in taskMi
9: end for
Program 5.2: Meta-evaluation: multi-task SGI
eligibility pair and the subtask reward Gr can be inferred from the option reward of the completed
subtasks. Inspired by Sohn et al. [2019]1, we used the soft-version of upper confidence bound
(UCB) [Auer et al., 2002] exploration policy as adaptation policy as follows:








where ri is the the empirical mean of the reward received after executing subtask i and ni is the
number of times subtask i has been executed within current task. During meta-training, we reset the
parameters {ri, ni}Ni=1 to zero in the beginning of each task, and after the adaptation is over (i.e.,
t = K) the final parameters {ri, ni}Ni=1 were stored together with the inferred subtask graph as prior
data. During meta-evaluation, we initialized the current parameters {ri, ni}Ni=1 with those of the
sampled prior task to incorporate the information gathered in the sampled prior task. Intuitively, the
agent is encouraged to execute the subtask that was either not present in the prior task (i.e., ni = 0)
or have been executed less often (i.e., ni 
∑
j nj) than others such that the agent has relatively
less information about the subtask.
5.4.3 Meta-evaluation: prior sampling
After constructing the prior model, our MTSGI chooses the subtask from the prior model that is
most similar to the given evaluation task. Specifically, we define the pair-wise similarity between a














1Sohn et al. [2019] used the hard-version of UCB policy as a teacher policy for pretraining the adaptation policy.
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where Fβ is the F-score with weight parameter β, Φ is the subtask set ofMG, Φprior is the subtask




is the agent’s empirical performance on the prior task MpriorG . Fβ






· precision · recall
(β2 · precision ) + recall
, (5.8)
Precision = |Φ ∩ Φprior |/|Φprior |, (5.9)
Recall = |Φ ∩ Φprior |/|Φ|. (5.10)
We used β = 10 to assign higher weight to current task (i.e., recall) than the prior task (i.e.,
precision). The pseudo-code of the prior sampling process is summarized in Algorithm 5.2.
5.4.4 Meta-evaluation: multi-task subtask graph inference
Let τ be the adaptation trajectory of the current taskMG, and T p = {τ p1 , . . . , τ
p
N} be the adaptation
trajectories of the N (seen) training tasks. Assuming that p(G) follows the uniform distribution, our
multi-task policy is parametrized by the subtask graph G as follows:
π(ot|st, τ, T p) =
∑
G




























' π(ot|st, Gτ )απ(ot|st, Gprior)(1−α) (5.17)
where Gτ = arg maxG p(τ |G, T p) is the the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the current
subtask graph G given the entire experience and Gprior = arg maxG p(T p|G) is the MLE of the
subtask graphG given the prior experience T p. For efficient computation, we first compute and store
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the MLE of all the training tasks Gprior during meta-training. In meta-evaluation, we sample Gprior
together with the prior, and merge with the current policy as in Equation (5.17). The pseudo-code
of multi-task subtask graph inference process is summarized in Algorithm 5.2.
Subtask Graph Setting
Task #Subtasks #Distractors Episode length
Amazon 31 4 27
Apple 43 5 40
BestBuy 37 6 37
Converse 42 6 43
Dick’s 39 6 37
eBay 39 5 37
Ikea 39 5 37
Samsung 42 6 41
Target 39 6 47
Walmart 46 5 43
Table 5.1: The task configuration of the tasks in SymWoB domain. Each task is parameterized by
different subtask graphs, and the episode length is manually set according to the challengeness of
the tasks.
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Figure 5.1: The success rate of the compared methods in the test phase in terms of the environment




We evaluate our method on 2D grid-world domain and realistic symbolic web navigation domain.
5.5.1.1 Mining
Mining [Sohn et al., 2018] is inspired by Minecraft game where the agent receives reward by
picking up raw materials in the world or crafting items with raw materials. The subtask dependency
in Mining domain comes from the crafting recipe implemented in the game. Following Sohn et al.
[2018], we used the four set of pre-generated training/testing task splits generated with four different
random seeds. Each split set consists of 3200 training tasks and 440 testing tasks for meta-training
and meta-evaluation, respectively. The performance was averaged over the four task split sets.
5.5.1.2 SymWoB
We implement a symbolic version of the checkout process on the 10 real-world websites: Amazon,
Apple, BestBuy, Converse, Dick’s, eBay, Ikea, Samsung, Target, and Walmart. The details of
the tasks are summarized in Table 5.1.
Subtasks. Each actionable web element (e.g., text field, button, radio button, drop-down list,
and hyperlink) is considered as a subtask, and the agent can execute the subtask by selecting an
option corresponding to the subtask.
Reward function and episode termination. The agent may receive a non-zero reward only at
the end of episode (i.e., sparse-reward task). When the episode terminates due to the time budget,
the agent may not receive any reward. Otherwise, the following two types of subtasks terminate the
episode and give a non-zero reward upon completion:
• Goal subtask is considered as a success and the agent receives +5 reward, and the episode is
terminated. In our checkout tasks, the Click Place Order subtask is the goal subtask.
• Distractor subtask does not contribute to solving the given task but terminates the episode
with -1 reward. It models the web elements that lead to external web pages such as clicking
Help or Leave Feedback buttons.
Transition dynamics. The transition dynamics follows the dynamics of the actual website. Each
website consists of multiple web pages. The agent may only execute the subtasks that are currently
visible (i.e., on the current web page) and can navigate to the next web page only after filling out all
the required field and clicking the continue button. The Click Place Order button is present
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in the last web page. Therefore, the agent must learn to navigate through the web pages in order to
finish the current task.
Completion and eligibility. For each subtask, the completion and eligibility is computed based
on the status of the corresponding web element. For example, the subtask corresponding to a text
field is completed if the text field is filled with the correct profile information, and it is eligible if the
text field is visible on the website and has not yet been completed.
For more details about each task, please refer to Appendix C.1.
5.5.2 Agents
We compared the following algorithms in the experiment.
• MTSGI (Ours): our multi-task SGI agent
• MSGI [Sohn et al., 2019]: SGI agent without multi-task learning
• HRL: an Option [Sutton et al., 1999b]-based proximal policy optimization (PPO) [Schulman
et al., 2017] agent with the gated rectifier unit (GRU)
• Random: a heuristic policy that uniform randomly executes an eligible subtask
Training. We used the ten websites for meta-evaluation. For each website, we randomly sampled
a single website among the remaining nine websites and used it for meta-training. For example, we
meta-trained our MTSGI on Amazon and tested on Samsung. The RL agents (e.g., HRL) were
individually trained on each testing website; the policy was initialized when a new task is sampled
and trained during the adaptation phase. All the experiments were repeated with four random seeds,
where different training tasks were sampled for different random seed.
5.5.3 Result: few-shot generalization performance
Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show the few-shot generalization performance of the compared methods
on SymWoB and Mining. MTSGI achieves close to 100% zero-shot success rate (i.e., success rate
at x-axis=0) on five out of ten websites, which is significantly higher than the zero-shot performance
of MSGI. This indicates that the prior learned from randomly chosen website significantly improves
the subtask graph inference and in turn improves the multi-task test policy. Moreover, our MTSGI
can learn a near-optimal policy on the remaining five websites after only 1,000 steps of environment
interactions, demonstrating that the proposed multi-task learning scheme enables the fast adaptation.
Even though the MSGI agent is learning each task from scratch, it still outperforms the HRL and
Random agents, showing that explicitly inferring the underlying task structure and executing the
predicted subtask graph is significantly more effective than learning the policy from the reward
signal (i.e., HRL) on those tasks involving complex subtask dependencies. Given the pre-learned
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Figure 5.2: The cumulative reward of the compared methods in the test phase in terms of the









































































Figure 5.3: (Top) The ground-truth subtask graph of Walmart domain (not available to the agent)
and (Bottom) The subtask graph inferred by our MTSGI after 1,000 steps of environment interaction
on Walmart domain.
options, HRL agent improves the success rate during the adaptation by updating the high-level
policy. However, training the policy requires a large amount of interactions especially for the tasks
with many distractors (e.g., eBay, Samsung, and BestBuy, etc).
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of different exploration strategies for MTSGI used in adaptation phase for
SymWoB and Mining domains. The performance was averaged over the ten websites for SymWoB.
We report the mean (solid curve) and standard error (shadowed area) of the performance over four
random seeds.
5.5.4 Analysis on the inferred subtask graph
We evaluate the accuracy of the subtask graph inference process of the MTSGI by comparing the
inferred subtask graph against the ground-truth subtask graph. Note that the ground-truth subtask
graph is not available to the agent in both meta-train and meta-evaluation stage; Instead, it is inferred
purely from the agent’s trajectory.
Figure 5.3 shows the ground-truth subtask graph and the subtask graph inferred by MTSGI
in Walmart domain after 1,000 steps of adaptation. We can see that MTSGI can infer the sub-
task graph quite accurately; the inferred subtask graph is missing only four preconditions of
Click Continue Payment subtasks, and for all other subtasks, their preconditions are cor-
rectly inferred. We note that such small error in the subtask graph has negligible effect as shown
in Figure 5.1:i.e., MTSGI achieves near-optimal performance on Walmart after 1,000 steps of
adaptation.
5.5.5 Ablation study: effect of exploration strategy in adaptation phase
In this section, we investigate the effect of various exploration strategies on the performance of
MTSGI. We compared the following three adaptation policies:
• MTSGI+Random: Random policy that uniformly randomly execute any eligible subtask is
used as an adaptation policy for both meta-training and meta-testing.
• MTSGI+UCB: The UCB policy (See §5.4.2) that aims to execute the novel subtask is used
as an adaptation policy for both meta-training and meta-testing. The counts of subtasks
execution is initialized when a new task is sampled.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of different number of priors and its effect on the performance on both
SymWoB and Mining domains.
• MTSGI+MTUCB: We use UCB policy for meta-training and store the subtask execution
counts as a part of prior. When the prior is sampled in meta-testing, we transfer the prior
knowledge by initializing the subtask execution counts with those of the sampled prior.
Figure 5.4 summarizes the result on SymWoB and Mining domain, respectively. Using the
more sophisticated exploration policy such as MTSGI+UCB or MTSGI+MTUCB improved the
performance of MTSGI compared to MTSGI+Random, which was also observed in Sohn et al.
[2019]. This is because the better exploration helps the adaptation policy collect more data for
logic induction by executing more diverse subtasks. In turn, this results in more accurate subtask
graph inference and better performance. Also, MTSGI+MTUCB outperforms MTSGI+UCB on
both domains. This indicates that transferring the exploration counts makes the agent’s exploration
more efficient in evaluation tasks. Intuitively, the transferred exploration counts inform the agent
which subtasks were under-explored during meta-training, such that the agent can focus more on
gathering the information that are missing in the prior during meta-evaluation.
5.5.6 Ablation study: effect of the training task set size
MTSGI learns the prior from the training tasks. We investigated how many training tasks are
required for MTSGI to learn a good prior for transfer learning. We compared the performance of
MTSGI with the varying number of training tasks: 1, 3, 5, 9 tasks for SymWoB and 10, 100, 500,
3200 tasks for Mining in Figure 5.5. The training tasks are randomly subsampled from the largest
training set. The result shows that training on larger number of tasks consistently improved the
performance, but saturates at some point (e.g., |Mtrain| = 9 for SymWoB and |Mtrain| = 500 for
Mining). Mining generally requires more number of training tasks than SymWoB because the
agent is required to perform 440 tasks in Mining while SymWoB was evaluated on only 10 tasks;
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agent is required to capture a wider range of task distribution in Mining than SymWoB. Also, we
note that MTSGI can still adapt much more efficiently than all other baseline methods even when
only a small number of training tasks are available (e.g., one task for SymWoB and ten tasks for
Mining).
5.6 Discussion
We introduce multi-task RL extension of the subtask graph inference framework that can quickly
adapt to the unseen tasks by modeling the prior of subtask graph from the training tasks and
transferring it to the test tasks. Specifically, our multi-task subtask graph inferencer (MTSGI)
samples a prior by measuring the similarity between the current task and the prior task and merges the
two policies constructed from the subtask graph inferred from prior and current tasks, respectively.
The empirical results demonstrate that our MTSGI achieves strong zero- and few-shot generalization
performance on 2D grid-world and complex web navigation domains by transferring the common
knowledges learned in the training tasks to the unseen ones in terms of subtask graph.
In this work, we have assumed that the subtasks and the corresponding options are pre-learned
and that the environment provides a high-level status of each subtask (e.g., whether the web element
is filled in with the correct information). In the future work, our approach may be extended to a
more general setting where the relevant subtask structure is fully learned from pure observations,
and the corresponding options are also automatically discovered as well.
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CHAPTER 6
Shortest-Path Constrained Reinforcement Learning
for Sparse Reward Tasks
This work proposes the k-Shortest-Path (k-SP) constraint: a novel constraint on the agent’s trajectory
that improves the sample-efficiency in sparse-reward MDPs. We show that any optimal policy
necessarily satisfies the k-SP constraint. Notably, the k-SP constraint prevents the policy from
exploring state-action pairs along the non-k-SP trajectories (e.g., going back and forth). However,
in practice, excluding state-action pairs may hinder convergence of RL algorithms. To overcome
this, we propose a novel cost function that penalizes the policy violating SP constraint, instead of
completely excluding it. Our numerical experiment in a tabular RL setting demonstrate that the
SP constraint can significantly reduce the trajectory space of policy. As a result, our constraint
enables more sample efficient learning by suppressing redundant exploration and exploitation. Our
experiments on MiniGrid, DeepMind Lab and Atari show that the proposed method significantly
improves proximal policy optimization (PPO) and outperforms existing novelty-seeking exploration
methods including count-based exploration, indicating that it improves the sample efficiency by
preventing the agent from taking redundant actions.
6.1 Introduction
Recently, deep reinforcement learning (RL) has achieved a large number of breakthroughs in many
domains including video games [Mnih et al., 2015, Vinyals et al., 2019], and board games [Silver
et al., 2017]. Nonetheless, a central challenge in reinforcement learning (RL) is the sample
efficiency [Kakade et al., 2003]; it has been shown that the RL algorithm requires a large number of
samples for successful learning in MDP with large state and action space. Moreover, the success
of RL algorithm heavily hinges on the quality of collected samples; the RL algorithm tends to































































Figure 6.1: The k-SP constraint improves sample efficiency of RL methods in sparse-reward tasks
by pruning out suboptimal trajectories from the trajectory space. Intuitively, the k-SP constraint
means that when a policy rolls out into trajectories, all of sub-paths of length k is a shortest path
(under a distance metric defined in terms of policy, discount factor and transition probability; see
Section 6.3.2 for the formal definition). (Left) MDP and a rollout tree are given. (Middle) The
paths that satisfy the k-SP constraint. The number of admissible trajectories is drastically reduced.
(Right) A path rolled out by a policy satisfies the k-SP constraint if all sub-paths of length k are
shortest paths and have not received non-zero reward. We use a reachability network to test if a
given (sub-)path is a shortest path (See Section 6.4 for details).
To circumvent this challenge, planning-based methods utilize the environment’s model to
improve or create a policy instead of interacting with environment. Recently, combining the planning
method with an efficient path search algorithm, such as Monte-Carlo tree search (MCTS) [Norvig,
2002, Coulom, 2006], has demonstrated successful results [Guo et al., 2016, Vodopivec et al., 2017,
Silver et al., 2017]. However, such tree search methods would require an accurate model of MDP
and the complexity of planning may grow intractably large for complex domain. Model-based
RL methods attempt to learn a model instead of assuming that model is given, but learning an
accurate model also requires a large number of samples, which is often even harder to achieve than
solving the given task. Model-free RL methods can be learned solely from the environment reward,
without the need of a (learned) model. However, both value-based and policy-based methods suffer
from poor sample efficiency especially in sparse-reward tasks. To tackle sparse reward problems,
researchers have proposed to learn an intrinsic bonus function that measures the novelty of the state
that agent visits [Schmidhuber, 1991, Oudeyer and Kaplan, 2009, Pathak et al., 2017, Savinov et al.,
2018b, Choi et al., 2018, Burda et al., 2018]. However, when such intrinsic bonus is added to the
reward, it often requires a careful balancing between environment reward and bonus and scheduling
of the bonus scale in order to guarantee the convergence to optimal solution.
To tackle aforementioned challenge of sample efficiency in sparse reward tasks, we introduce a
constrained-RL framework that improves the sample efficiency of any model-free RL algorithm
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in sparse-reward tasks, under the mild assumptions on MDP (see Appendix D.3). Of note, though
our framework will be formulated for policy-based methods, our final form of cost function
(Equation (6.9) in Section 6.4) is applicable to both policy-based and value-based methods. We
propose a novel k-shortest-path (k-SP) constraint (Definition 8) that improves sample efficiency
of policy learning (See Figure 6.1). The k-SP constraint is applied to a trajectory rolled out by a
policy; all of its sub-path of length k is required to be a shortest-path under the π-distance metric
which we define in Section 6.3.1. We prove that applying our constraint preserves the optimality
for any MDP (Theorem 10), except the stochastic and multi-goal MDP which requires additional
assumptions. We relax the hard constraint into a soft cost formulation [Tessler et al., 2019], and
use a reachability network [Savinov et al., 2018b] (RNet) to efficiently learn the cost function in an
off-policy manner.
We summarize our contributions as the following: (1) We propose a novel constraint that can
improve the sample efficiency of any model-free RL method in sparse reward tasks. (2) We present
several theoretical results including the proof that our proposed constraint preserves the optimal
policy of given MDP. (3) We present a numerical result in tabular RL setting to precisely evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed method. (4) We propose a practical way to implement our proposed
constraint, and demonstrate that it provides a significant improvement on three complex deep RL
domains. (5) We demonstrate that our method significantly improves the sample-efficiency of PPO,
and outperforms existing novelty-seeking methods on three complex domains in sparse reward
setting.
6.2 Related Work
Shortest-path Problem and Planning. Many early works [Bellman, 1958, Ford Jr, 1956, Bert-
sekas and Tsitsiklis, 1991, 1995] have discussed (stochastic) shortest path problems in the context
of MDP. They viewed the shortest-path problem as planning problem and proposed a dynamic
programming-based algorithm similar to the value iteration [Sutton and Barto, 2018] to solve it.
Our main idea is inspired by (but not based on) this viewpoint. Specifically, our method does not
directly solve the shortest path problem via planning; hence, our method does not require model.
Our method only exploits the optimality guarantee of the shortest-path under the π-distance to prune
out sub-optimal policies (i.e., non-shortest paths).
Distance Metric in Goal-conditioned RL. In goal-conditioned RL, there has been a recent surge
of interest on learning a distance metric in state (or goal) space for to construct a high-level MDP
graph and perform planning to find a shortest-path to the goal state. Huang et al. [2019], Laskin
et al. [2020] used the universal value function (UVF) [Schaul et al., 2015] with a constant step
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penalty as a distance function. Zhang et al. [2018], Laskin et al. [2020] used the success rate of
transition between nodes as distance and searched for the longest path to find the plan with highest
success rate. SPTM [Savinov et al., 2018a] defined a binary distance based on reachability network
(RNet) to connect near by nodes in the graph. However, the proposed distance metrics and methods
can be used only for the goal-conditioned task and lacks the theoretical guarantee in general MDP,
while our theory and framework are applicable to general MDP (see Section 6.3.1).
Reachability Network. The reachability network (RNet) was first proposed by Savinov et al.
[2018b] as a way to measure the novelty of a state for exploration. Intuitively, if current state is not
reachable from previous states in episodic memory, it is considered to be novel. SPTM [Savinov
et al., 2018a] used RNet to predict the local connectivity (i.e., binary distance) between observations
in memory for graph-based planning in navigation task. On the other hand, we use RNet for
constraining the policy (i.e., removing the sub-optimal policies from policy space). Thus, in ours
and in other two compared works, RNet is being employed for fundamentally different purposes.
Approximate state abstraction. The approximate state abstraction approaches investigate parti-
tioning an MDP’s state space into clusters of similar states while preserving the optimal solution.
Researchers have proposed several state similarity metrics for MDPs. Dean et al. [2013] proposed to
use the bisimulation metrics [Givan et al., 2003, Ferns et al., 2004], which measures the difference
in transition and reward function. Bertsekas et al. [1988] used the magnitude of Bellman residual as
a metric. Abel et al. [2016, 2018], Li et al. [2006] used the different types of distance in optimal
Q-value to measure the similarity between states to bound the sub-optimality in optimal value
after the abstraction. Recently, Castro [2019] extended the bisimulation metrics to the approximate
version for deep-RL setting where tabular representation of state is not available. Our shortest-path
constraint can be seen as a form of state abstraction, in that ours also aim to reduce the size of MDP
(i.e., state and action space) while preserving the “solution quality”. However, our method does so
by removing sub-optimal policies, not by aggregating similar states (or policies).
6.3 Formulation: k-shortest-path Constraint
We define the k-shortest-path (k-SP) constraint to remove redundant transitions (e.g., unnecessarily
going back and forth), leading to faster policy learning. We show two important properties of our
constraint: (1) the optimal policy is preserved, and (2) the policy search space is reduced.
In this work, we limit our focus to MDPs satisfying R(s) + γV ∗(s) > 0 for all initial states
s ∈ ρ and all rewarding states that optimal policy visits with non-zero probability s ∈ {s|r(s) 6=
0, π∗(s) > 0}. We exploit this mild assumption to prove that our constraint preserves optimality.
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Intuitively, we exclude the case when the optimal strategy for the agent is at best choosing a “lesser
of evils” (i.e., largest but negative value) which often still means a failure. We note that this is often
caused by unnatural reward function design; in principle, we can avoid this by simply offsetting
reward function by a constant −|mins∈{s|π∗(s)>0} V ∗(s)| for every transition, assuming the policy is
proper1. Goal-conditioned RL [Nachum et al., 2018] and most of the well-known domains such as
Atari [Bellemare et al., 2013], DeepMind Lab [Beattie et al., 2016], MiniGrid [Chevalier-Boisvert
et al., 2018], etc., satisfy this assumption. Also, for general settings with stochastic MDP and
multi-goals, we require additional assumptions to prove the optimality guarantee (See Appendix D.3
for details).
6.3.1 Shortest-path Policy and Shortest-path Constraint
Let τ be a path defined by a sequence of states: τ = {s0, . . . , s`(τ)}, where `(τ) is the length of a
path τ (i.e., `(τ) = |τ | − 1). We denote the set of all paths from s to s′ by Ts,s′ . A path τ ∗ from s to
s′ is called a shortest path from s to s′ if `(τ ∗) is minimum, i.e., `(τ ∗) = minτ∈Ts,s′ `(τ).
Now we will define similar concepts (length, shortest path, etc.) with respect to a policy.
Intuitively, a policy that rolls out shortest paths (up to some stochasticity) to a goal state or between
any state pairs should be a counterpart. We consider a set of all admissible paths from s to s′ under
a policy π:
Definition 1 (Path set). T πs,s′ = {τ | s0 = s, s`(τ) = s′, pπ(τ) > 0, st 6= s′ for ∀t < `(τ)}. That is,
T πs,s′ is a set of all paths that policy π may roll out from s and terminate once visiting s′.
If the MDP is a single-goal task, i.e., there exists a unique (rewarding) goal state sg ∈ S such
that sg is a terminal state, and R(s) > 0 if and only if s = sg, any shortest path from an initial
state to the goal state is the optimal path with the highest return R(τ), and a policy that rolls out
a shortest path is therefore optimal (see Lemma 11).2 This is because all states except for sg are
non-rewarding states, but in general MDPs this is not necessarily true. However, this motivates us
to limit the domain of shortest path to among non-rewarding states. We define non-rewarding paths
from s to s′ as follows:
Definition 2 (Non-rewarding path set). T πs,s′,nr = {τ | τ ∈ T πs,s′ , rt = 0 for ∀t < `(τ)}.
In words, T πs,s′,nr is a set of all non-rewarding paths from s to s′ rolled out by policy π (i.e.,
τ ∈ T πs,s′) without any associated reward except the last step (i.e., rt = 0 for ∀t < `(τ)). Now we
are ready to define a notion of length with respect to a policy and shortest path policy:
1It is an instance of potential-based reward shaping which has optimality guarantee [Ng et al., 1999].
2We refer the readers to Appendix D.2 for more detailed discussion and proofs for single-goal MDPs.
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Definition 4 (Shortest path distance from s to s′). Dnr(s, s′) = minπDπnr(s, s′).
We define π-distance to be the log-mean-exponential of the length `(τ) of non-rewarding paths
τ ∈ T πs,s′,nr. When there exists no admissible path from s to s′ under policy π, the path length
is defined to be∞: Dπnr(s, s′) = ∞ if T πs,s′,nr = ∅. We note that when both MDP and policy are
deterministic, Dπ(s, s′) recovers the natural definition of path length, Dπnr(s, s
′) = `(τ).
We call a policy a shortest-path policy from s to s′ if it roll outs a path with the smallest
π-distance:
Definition 5 (Shortest path policy from s to s′). π ∈ ΠSPs→s′ = {π ∈ Π | Dπnr(s, s′) = Dnr(s, s′)}.
Finally, we will define the shortest-path (SP) constraint. Let SIR = {s |
R(s) > 0 or ρ(s) > 0} be the union of all initial and rewarding states, and
Φπ = {(s, s′) | s, s′ ∈ SIR, ρ(s) > 0, T πs,s′,nr 6= ∅} be the subset of SIR such that agent may roll
out. Then, the SP constraint is applied to the non-rewarding sub-paths between states in Φπ:
T πΦ,nr =
⋃
(s,s′)∈Φπ T πs,s′,nr. We note that these definitions are used in the proofs (Appendix D.3).
Now, we define the shortest-path constraint as follows:
Definition 6 (Shortest-path constraint). A policy π satisfies the shortest-path (SP) constraint if
π ∈ ΠSP, where ΠSP = {π | For all s, s′ ∈ T πΦ,nr, it holds π ∈ ΠSPs→s′}.
Intuitively, the SP constraint forces a policy to transition between initial and rewarding states via
shortest paths. The SP constraint would be particularly effective in sparse-reward settings, where
the distance between rewarding states is large.
Given these definitions, we can show that an optimal policy indeed satisfies the SP constraint in
a general MDP setting. In other words, the shortest path constraint should not change optimality:
Theorem 7. For any MDP, an optimal policy π∗ satisfies the shortest-path constraint: π∗ ∈ ΠSP.
Proof. See Appendix D.3 for the proof.
6.3.2 Relaxation: k-shortest-path Constraint
Implementing the shortest-path constraint is, however, intractable since it requires a distance
predictor Dnr(s, s′). Note that the distance predictor addresses the optimization problem, which
might be as difficult as solving the given task. To circumvent this challenge, we consider its more
tractable version, namely a k-shortest path constraint, which reduces the shortest-path problem
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Dnr(s, s
′) to a binary decision problem — is the state s′ reachable from s within k steps? — also
known as k-reachability [Savinov et al., 2018b]. The k-shortest path constraint is defined as follows:
Definition 8 (k-shortest-path constraint). A policy π satisfies the k-shortest-path constraint if
π ∈ ΠSPk , where
ΠSPk = {π |For all s, s′ ∈ T πΦ,nr, Dπnr(s, s′) ≤ k,
it holds π ∈ ΠSPs→s′}. (6.1)
Note that the SP constraint (Definition 6) is relaxed by adding a condition Dπnr(s, s
′) ≤ k. In
other words, the k-SP constraint is imposed only for s, s′-path whose length is not greater than k.
From Equation (6.1), we can prove an important property and then Theorem 10 (optimality):
Lemma 9. For an MDPM, ΠSPm ⊂ ΠSPk if k < m.
Proof. It is true since {(s, s′) | Dπnr(s, s′) ≤ k} ⊂ {(s, s′) | Dπnr(s, s′) ≤ m} for k < m.
Theorem 10. For an MDPM and any k ∈ R, an optimal policy π∗ is a k-shortest-path policy.
Proof. Theorem 7 tells π∗ ∈ ΠSP. Equation (6.1) tells ΠSP = ΠSP∞ and Lemma 9 tells ΠSP∞ ⊂ ΠSPk .
Collectively, we have π∗ ∈ ΠSP = ΠSP∞ ⊂ ΠSPk .
In conclusion, Theorem 10 states that the k-SP constraint does not change the optimality of
policy, and Lemma 9 states a larger k results in a larger reduction in policy search space. Thus, it
motivates us to apply the k-SP constraint in policy search to more efficiently find an optimal policy.
For the numerical experiment on measuring the reduction in the policy roll-outs space, please refer
to Section 6.5.5.
6.4 SPRL: Shortest-Path Reinforcement Learning
k-Shortest-Path Cost. The objective of RL with the k-SP constraint ΠSPk can be written as:
π∗ = arg maxπ Eπ [R(τ)] , s.t. π ∈ ΠSPk , (6.2)
where ΠSPk = {π | ∀(s, s′ ∈ T πΦ,nr), Dπnr(s, s′) ≤ k, it holds π ∈ ΠSPs→s′} (Definition 8). We want to
formulate the constraint π ∈ ΠSPk in the form of constrained MDP (Section 2.1), i.e., as C(π) ≤ α.
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We begin by re-writing the k-SP constraint into a cost-based form:
ΠSPk = {π | CSPk (π) = 0}, where CSPk (π) =
∑
(s,s′∈T πΦ,nr):Dπnr(s,s′)≤k
I [Dnr(s, s′) < Dπnr(s, s′)] . (6.3)
Note that I [Dnr(s, s′) < Dπnr(s, s′)] = 0 ↔ Dnr(s, s′) = Dπnr(s, s′) since Dnr(s, s′) ≤ Dπnr(s, s′)
from Definition 4. Similar to Tessler et al. [2019], we apply the constraint to the on-policy trajectory
τ = (s0, s1, . . .) with discounting by replacing (s, s′) with (st, st+l) where [t, t+ l] represents each
segment of τ with length l:
CSPk (π) ' Eτ∼π
[∑
(t,l):t≥0,l≤k γ


























, ĈSPk (π). (6.4)
Note that it is sufficient to consider only the cases l = k (because for l < k, given Dnr(st, st+k) < k,
we have D(st, st+l) ≤ l < k). Then, we simplify ĈSPk (π) as
ĈSPk (π) = Eτ∼π
[∑
t γ













Finally, the per-time step cost ct is given as:





where ĈSPk (π) = Eτ∼π [
∑
t γ
tct]. Note that ĈSPk (π) is an upper bound of C
SP
k (π), which will be min-
imized by the bound to make as little violation of the shortest-path constraint as possible. Intuitively
speaking, ct penalizes the agent from taking a non-k-shortest path at each step, so minimizing such
penalties will make the policy satisfy the k-shortest-path constraint. In Equation (6.7), ct depends
on the previous k steps; hence, the resulting CMDP becomes a (k + 1)-th order MDP. In practice,
however, we empirically found that feeding only the current time-step observation to the policy
performs better than stacking the previous k-steps of observations. Thus, we did not stack the
observation in all the experiments. We use the Lagrange multiplier method to convert the objective
















Require: Hyperparameters: k ∈ N, λ > 0
1: for n = 1, . . . , Npolicy do
2: Rollout transitions τ = {st, at, rt}|τ |t=1 ∼ π
3: Compute the cost term {ct}|τ |t=1 as Equation (6.12).
4: Update policy π to maximize the objective as Equation (6.9) (e.g., run PPO train steps).
5: Update Rnet training-buffer B = B ∪ {τ}.
6: if n%TRnet = 0 then . Periodically train Rnet for NRnet times
7: for m = 1, . . . , NRnet do
8: Sample triplet (sanc, s+, s−) ∼ B.




Program 6.1: Reinforcement Learning with k-SP constraint (SPRL)
where L is the Lagrangian, θ is the parameter of policy π, and λ > 0 is the Lagrangian multiplier.
Since Theorem 10 shows that the shortest-path constraint preserves the optimality, we are free to
set any λ > 0. Thus, we simply consider λ as a tunable positive hyperparameter, and simplify the






t (rt − λct)
]
. (6.9)
Practical implementation of the cost function. We implement the binary distance discriminator
I(Dnr(st−k, st) < k) in Equation (6.7) using k-reachability network [Savinov et al., 2018b]. The k-
reachability network Rnetk(s, s′) is trained to output 1 if the state s′ is reachable from the state swith
less than or equal to k consecutive actions, and 0 otherwise. Formally, we take the functional form:
Rnetk(s, s′) ' I (Dnr(s, s′) < k + 1) . We then estimate the cost term ct using (k − 1)-reachability
network as follows:




· I [t ≥ k] (6.10)




· I [t ≥ k] . (6.11)
Intuitively speaking, if the agent takes a k-shortest path, then the distance between st−k and st is k,
hence ct = 0. If it is not a k-shortest path, ct > 0 since the distance between st−k and st will be less
than k. In practice, due to the error in the reachability network, we add a small tolerance ∆t ∈ N to
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ignore outliers. It leads to an empirical version of the cost as follows:




· I(t ≥ k + ∆t). (6.12)
In our experiment, we found that a small tolerance ∆t ' k/5 works well in general. Similar
to Savinov et al. [2018b], we used the following contrastive loss for training the reachability
network:
LRnet = − log (Rnetk−1(sanc, s+))− log (1− Rnetk−1(sanc, s−)) , (6.13)



















































Figure 6.2: Progress of average episode reward on MiniGrid tasks. We report the mean (solid curve)
and standard error (shadowed area) of the performance over six random seeds.
6.5.1 Settings
Environments. We evaluate our SPRL on three challenging domains: MiniGrid [Chevalier-
Boisvert et al., 2018], DeepMind Lab [Beattie et al., 2016] and Atari [Bellemare et al., 2013].
MiniGrid is a 2D grid world environment with challenging features such as pictorial observation,


































Figure 6.3: Progress of average episode reward on DeepMind Lab tasks. We report the mean (solid



























































Figure 6.4: Progress of average episode reward on Atari tasks. We report the mean (solid curve)
and standard error (shadowed area) of the performance over four random seeds.
directions, and other object statuses (e.g., key-door) are considered. We conducted experiments on
four standard tasks: FourRooms-7×7, FourRooms-11×11, KeyDoors-7×7, and KeyDoors-11×11.
DeepMind Lab is a 3D environment with first person view. Along with the nature of partially-
observed MDP, at each episode, the agent’s initial and the goal location are reset randomly with
a change of texture, maze structure, and colors. We conducted experiments on three standard
tasks: GoalSmall, GoalLarge3 , and ObjectMany. For Atari, among 52 games we chose two
sparse-reward tasks (Montezuma’s Revenge, Freeway), one dense-reward task (Ms.Pacman), and
three non-navigational tasks (Gravitar, Seaquest, HERO) where the agent receives reward by hitting
the enemy by firing a bullet or removing the obstacle by installing a bomb. See Appendix D.4,
Appendix D.5, Appendix D.6 for more details of MiniGrid, DeepMind Lab, and Atari respectively.
3GoalLarge task corresponds to the Sparse task in Savinov et al. [2018b], and our Figure 6.3 reproduces the result
reported.
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Baselines. We compared our methods with four baselines: PPO [Schulman et al., 2017], episodic
curiosity (ECO) [Savinov et al., 2018b], intrinsic curiosity module (ICM) [Pathak et al., 2017],
and GT-Grid [Savinov et al., 2018b]. The PPO is used as a baseline RL algorithm for all other
agents. The ECO agent is rewarded when it visits a state that is not reachable from the states in
episodic memory within a certain number of actions; thus the novelty is only measured within
an episode. Following Savinov et al. [2018b], we trained RNet in an off-policy manner from the
agent’s experience and used it for our SPRL and ECO on MiniGrid (Section 6.5.2), DeepMind
Lab (Section 6.5.3) and Atari (Section 6.5.4). The GT-Grid agent has access to the agent’s (x,
y) coordinates. It uniformly divides the world in 2D grid cells, and the agent is rewarded for
visiting a novel grid cell. The ICM agent learns a forward and inverse dynamics model and uses
the prediction error of the forward model to measure the novelty. We used the publicly available
codebase [Savinov et al., 2018b] to obtain the baseline results. We used the same hyperparameter
for all the tasks for a given domain — the details are described in the Appendix. We used the
standard domain and tasks for reproducibility.
6.5.2 Results on MiniGrid
Figure 6.2 shows the performance of all the methods on MiniGrid domain. SPRL consistently
outperforms all the baseline methods over all tasks. We observe that exploration-based methods (i.e.,
ECO, ICM, and GT-Grid) perform similarly to the PPO in the tasks with small state space (e.g.,
FourRooms-7×7 and KeyDoors-7×7). However, SPRL demonstrates a significant performance gain
since it improves the exploitation by avoiding sub-optimality caused by taking a non-shortest-path.
6.5.3 Results on DeepMind Lab
Figure 6.3 shows the performance of all the methods on DeepMind Lab tasks. Overall, SPRL
achieves superior results compared to other methods. By the task design, the difficulty of exploration
increases in the order of GoalSmall, ObjectMany, and GoalLarge tasks, and we observe a coherent
trend in the result. For harder exploration tasks, the exploration-based methods (GT-Grid, ICM
and ECO) achieve a larger improvement over PPO: e.g., 20%, 50%, and 100% improvement in
GoalSmall, ObjectMany, and GoalLarge, respectively. As shown in Lemma 9, SPRL is expected
to have larger improvement for larger trajectory space and sparser reward settings. We can verify
this from the result: SPRL has the largest improvement in GoalLarge task, where both the map
is largest and the reward is most sparse. Interestingly, SPRL even outperforms GT-Grid which
simulates the upper-bound performance of novelty-seeking exploration method. This is possible
since SPRL improves the exploration by suppressing unnecessary explorations, which is different



















Figure 6.5: (Left) 7×7 Tabular four-rooms domain with initial agent location (red) and the goal
location (green). (Right) The trajectory space reduction ratio (%) before and after constraining the
trajectory space for various k and ∆t with k-SP constraint. Even a small k can greatly reduce the
trajectory space with a reasonable tolerance ∆t.
space.
(a) Random (b) GT-UCB (c) SPRL (d) SPRL+Reward
Figure 6.6: Transition count maps for baselines and SPRL: (a), (b), and (c) are in reward-free while
(d) is in reward-aware setting. In reward-free settings (a-c), we show rewarding states in light green
only for visualization purpose, but the agent does not receive rewards from the environment. The
location of agent’s initial state (orange) and rewarding states (dark green) are fixed. The episode
length is limited to 500 steps.
6.5.4 Results on Atari
One of the main challenges in Atari is the distribution shift in the state space within a task. Unlike
MiniGrid and DeepMind Lab, many Atari tasks involve the transition between different rooms in
each of which the agent observes significantly different set of states. This induces an instability
in the RNet training; RNet often overfits to the initial room and performs poorly when the agent
navigates to the different rooms. To mitigate this problem, we added the weight decay for the RNet
training. For other technical details, please refer to Appendix D.6.3.
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Figure 6.4 summarizes the performance of all the methods on Atari tasks. SPRL outperforms
all the baseline methods on five out of six tasks except for Ms.Pacman, which is a dense reward
task. We note that other exploration methods, ICM and ECO, also perform poor on this task.
For the sparse reward task, especially in Montezuma’s Revenge, SPRL achieves the performance
comparable to the SOTA exploration methods such as RND [Burda et al., 2018] (1000 score at 50M
steps with 32 parallel environments. SPRL used 12 parallel environments.) and SOTA exploitation
methods such as SIL [Oh et al., 2018] (2500 score at 50M steps). Lastly, SPRL achieves the largest
improvement to the PPO in non-navigational tasks (Gravitar, Seaquest, HERO). This verifies that
our k-SP constraint is not limited to just the geometric path but can be applied to any general
trajectory, or a sequence of state transitions, in MDP.
6.5.5 Quantitative Analysis on k-SP Constraint
In this section, we numerically evaluate the effect of our k-shortest path constraint in tabular-RL
setting. Specifically, we study the following questions: (1) Does the k-SP constraint with larger k
results in more reduction in trajectory space? (i.e., validation of Lemma 9) (2) How much reduction
in trajectory space does k-SP constraint provide with different k and tolerance ∆t?
We implemented a simple tabular 7x7 four-rooms domain where each state maps to a unique
(x, y) location of the agent. The agent can take up, down, left, right primitive actions to move to
the neighboring state, and the episode horizon is set to 14 steps. The goal of the agent is reaching
to the goal state, which gives +1 reward and terminates the episode. We computed the ground-
truth distance between a pair of states to implement the k-shortest path constraint. We used the
ground-truth distance function instead of the learned RNet to implement the exact SPRL agent.
Figure 6.5 summarizes the reduction in the trajectory space size. We searched over all possible
trajectories of length 14 using breadth-first-search (BFS). Then we counted the number of trajectories
satisfying our k-SP constraint with varying parameters k and tolerance ∆t and divided by total
number of trajectories (i.e., 414 = 268M). The result shows that our k-SP constraint drastically
reduces the trajectory space even in a simple 2D grid domain; with very small k = 3 and no
tolerance ∆t = 2, we get only 24/268M size of the original search space. As we increase k, we can
see more reduction in the trajectory space, which is consistent with Lemma 9. Also, increasing the
tolerance ∆t slightly hurts the performance, but still achieves a large reduction
6.5.6 Qualitative Analysis on MiniGrid
We qualitatively studied what type of policy is learned with the k-SP constraint with the ground-truth
RNet in NineRooms domain of MiniGrid. Figure 6.6 (a-c) shows the converged behavior of SPRL
(k = 15), the ground-truth count-based exploration [Lai and Robbins, 1985] agent (GT-UCB) and
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uniformly random policy (Random) in a reward-free setting. We counted all the state transitions
(st → st+1) of each agent’s roll-out and averaged over 4 random seeds. Random cannot explore
further than the initial few rooms. GT-UCB seeks for a novel states, and visits all the states
uniformly. SPRL learns to take a longest possible shortest path, which results in a “straight” path
across the rooms. Note that this only represents a partial behavior of SPRL, since our cost also
considers the existence of non-zero reward (see Equation (6.7)). Thus, in (d), we tested SPRL while
providing only the existence of non-zero reward (but not the reward magnitude). SPRL learns to
take a shortest path between rewarding and initial states that is consistent with the shortest-path
definition in Definition 8.
6.6 Discussion
We presented the k-shortest-path constraint, which can improve the sample-efficiency of any model-
free RL method by preventing the agent from taking sub-optimal transitions. We empirically
showed that SPRL outperforms vanilla RL and strong novelty-seeking exploration baselines on
three challenging domains. We believe that our framework develops a unique direction for improving
the sample efficiency in reinforcement learning; hence, combining our work with other techniques




Learning Factored Task Structure
for Generalization to Unseen Entities
Real world tasks are hierarchical and compositional. Solving these tasks efficiently requires long
horizon planning and reasoning. We propose to tackle this problem in a few-shot RL setting – in an
adaptation phase, an agent must first explore the environment to infer the latent hierarchical and
compositional structure. Then in a test phase, the agent uses this latent information to maximize
reward in the test environment. We formulate predicate subtask graph inference (PSGI), a method
for inferring the latent predicate subtask graph of the environment, which models preconditions and
dependencies of subtasks in a first order logic manner. We infer subtasks with predicate (symbolic)
form (e.g pickupX) as nodes in a graph structure. To facilitate this, we learn parameter attributes
in a zero-shot manner, which are used to differentiate the structure of predicate subtasks (e.g.
f̂pickable(X)). We show this approach accurately learns the latent structure on hierarchical and
compositional tasks more efficiently than prior work, and show PSGI can generalize by modelling
structure on subtasks unseen during adaptation.
7.1 Introduction
Real world tasks are hierarchical. Hierarchical tasks are composed of multiple sub-goals that must
be completed in certain order. For example, the cooking task shown in Figure 7.1 requires an agent
to boil some food object (e.g. Cooked egg). An agent must place the food object x in a cookware
object y, place the cookware object on the stove, before boiling this food object x. Parts of this
task can be decomposed into sub-goals, or subtasks (e.g. Pickup egg, Put egg on pot).
Solving these tasks requires long horizon planning and reasoning ability Erol [1996], Xu et al.
[2017], Ghazanfari and Taylor [2017], Sohn et al. [2018]. This problem is made more difficult of
rewards are sparse, if only few of the subtasks in the environment provide reward to the agent.
Real world tasks are also compositional Carvalho et al. [2020], Loula et al. [2018], Andreas et al.
[2017], Oh et al. [2017]. Compositional tasks are often made of different “components” that can
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recombined to form new tasks. These components can be numerous, leading to a combinatorial
number of subtasks. For example, the cooking task shown in Figure 7.1 contains subtasks that
follow a verb-objects structure. The verb Pickup admits many subtasks, where any object x
composes into a new subtask (e.g. Pickup egg, Pickup pot). Solving compositional tasks
also requires reasoning Andreas et al. [2017], Oh et al. [2017]. Without reasoning on the relations
between components between tasks, exploring the space of a combinatorial number of subtasks is
extremely inefficient.
In this work, we propose to tackle the problem of hierarchical and compositional tasks. Prior
work has tackled learning hierarchical task structures by modelling dependencies between subtasks
in a graph structure Sohn et al. [2018, 2020], Xu et al. [2017], Huang et al. [2018]. In these settings,
during training, the agent tries to efficiently adapt to a task by inferring the latent graph structure,
then uses the inferred graph to maximize reward during test. However, this approach does not scale
for compositional tasks. Prior work tries to infer the structure of subtasks individiually – they do
not consider the relations between compositional tasks.
We propose the factored subtask graph inference (FSGI) approach for tackling hierarchical and
compositional tasks. We present an overview of our approach in Figure 7.1. This approach extends
the problem introduced by Sohn et al. [2020]. Similar to Sohn et al. [2020], tasks are defined as
factored MDPs Jonsson and Barto [2006], Boutilier et al. [1995], and we assume options Sutton et al.
[1999b] (low level policies) for completing subtasks have been trained or are given as subroutines
for the agent. These options are imperfect, and require certain conditions on the state to be meet
before they can be successfully executed. We model the problem as a transfer RL problem. During
training, an exploration policy gathers trajectories. These trajectories are then used to infer the
latent factored subtask graph, Ĝ. Ĝ models the hierarchies between compositional tasks and options
in symbolic graph structure (shown in 7.1). In FSGI, we infer the preconditions of options, subtasks
that must be completed before an option can be successfully executed, and the effects of options,
subtasks that are completed after they are executed. The factored subtask graph is then used to
maximize reward in the test environment by using GRProp, a method introduced by Sohn et al.
[2018] which propagates a gradient through Ĝ to learn the test policy.
In FSGI, we model using factored options and subtasks. This allows FSGI to infer the latent
hierarchical and compositional structure in a first order logic manner. For example, in the cooking
task environment in Figure 7.1 we represent all Pickup-object options using a factored option,
Pickup x. Representing options and subtasks in factored form serves two roles: 1. The resulting
graph is more compact. There is less redundancy when representing compositional tasks that share
common structure. Hence a factored subtask graph requires less samples to infer (e.g. relations for
Pickup apple, Pickup pan, etc. are inferred at once with a factored option Pickup x). and
2. The resulting graph can generalize to unseen subtasks, where unseen subtasks may share similar
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Figure 7.1: We present an overview of factored subtask graph inference (FSGI) in a toy cooking
environment. In various tasks, the agent must cook various foods to receive reward. Left: The
adaptation policy πadaptθ initially explores the cooking source task (training), generating a trajectories
τ1, . . . , τK . Middle: Using τ1, . . . , τK , the agent infers a factored subtask graph Ĝ of the environ-
ment, which describes the preconditions and effects between factored options and subtasks using
(x and y) over entities (objects in the environment). The agent learns a set of parameter attributes
(Âatt = fpickapable . . . ) in a zero-shot manner and uses these attributes to construct Ĝ. Right: The
agent initializes a separate test policy πtestĜ that maximizes reward by following the inferred factored
subtask graph Ĝ. In this target environment (test) there exist unseen parameters (cabbage and meat).
Preconditions and effects for these parameters are accurately inferred by substituting for entities (x
and y).
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structure but are not encountered during adaptation (e.g. Pickup cabbage in Figure 7.1).
To enable factored representation, we also learn the attributes of the components in the composi-
tional tasks. These attributes are used to indicate differences in the structures of factored options
and subtasks. For example, in the cooking task in Figure 7.1, not every object can be picked up
with Pickup, so the inferred attribute f̂pickupable(x) is a precondition to Pickup(x). Similarly, in
a more complex cooking task, some object x may need to be sliced, before it can be boiled (e.g.
cabbage), but some do not (e.g. egg). We model these structures using parameter attributes, Âatt (in
the cooking task case objects are parameters). We present a simple scheme to infer attributes in a
zero-shot manner, where we infer attributes that are useful to infer relations between parameters
without supervision. These attributes are then used to generalize to other parameters (or entities),
that may be unseen during adaptation.
We summarize our work as follows:
• We propose the approach of factored subtask graph inference (FSGI) to efficiently infer the
subtask structure of hierarchical and compositional tasks in a first order logic manner.
• We propose a simple zero-shot learning scheme to infer entity attributes, which are used to
relate the structures of compositional subtasks.
• We demonstrate FSGI on a symbolic cooking environment that has complex hierarchical
and compositional task structure. We show FSGI can accurately infer this structure more
efficiently than prior work and generalize this structure to unseen tasks.
7.2 Problem Definition
7.2.1 Background: Transfer Reinforcement Learning
A task is characterized by an MDP MG = 〈A,S, TG,RG〉, which is parameterized by a task-
specific G, with an action space A, state space S, transition dynamics TG, and reward function
RG. In the transfer RL formulation Duan et al. [2016], Finn et al. [2017], an agent is given a fixed
distribution of training tasksMtrain, and must learn to efficiently solve a distribution of unseen test
tasksMtest. Although these distributions are disjoint, we assume there is some similarity between
tasks such that some learned behavior in training tasks may be useful for learning test tasks. In each
task, the agent is given k timesteps to interact with the environment (the adaptation phase), in order
to adapt to the given task. After, the agent is evaluated on its adaptation (the test phase). The agent’s









where πK is the policy after k timesteps of the adaptation phase, H is the horizon in the test phase,
and rt is the reward at time t of the test phase.
7.2.2 Background: The Subtask Graph Problem
The subtask graph inference problem is a transfer RL problem where tasks are parameterized by
hierarchies of subtasks Sohn et al. [2020], Φ. A task is composed ofN subtasks, {Φ1, . . . ,ΦN} ⊂ Φ,
where each subtask Φ ∈ Φ is parameterized by the tuple 〈Scomp, Gr〉, a completion set Scomp ⊂ S,
and a subtask reward Gr : S → R. The completion set Scomp denotes whether the subtask Φ is
complete, and the subtask reward Gr is the reward given to the agent when it completes the subtask.
Following Sohn et al. [2020], we assume the agent learns a set of options O = {O1,O2, . . . }
that execute different subtasks Sutton et al. [1999b]. These options can be learned by conditioning
on subtask goal reaching reward: rt = I(st ∈ S icomp). Each option O ∈ O is parameterized by the
tuple 〈π,Gprec, Geffect〉. There is a trained policy π corresponding to each O. These options may be
eligible at different precondition states Gprec ⊂ S, where the agent must be in certain states when
executing the option, or the policy π fails to execute (also the initial set of O following Sutton et al.
[1999b]). However, unlike Sohn et al. [2020], these options may complete an unknown number of
subtasks (and even uncomplete subtasks). This is parameterized by Geffect ⊂ S (also the termination
set of O following Sutton et al. [1999b]).
Environment: We assume that the subtask completion and option eligibility is known to the agent.
(But the precondition, effect, and reward is hidden and must be inferred). In each timestep t the
agent is the state st = {xt, et, stept, stepphase,t, obst}.
• Completion: xt ∈ {0, 1}N denotes which subtasks are complete.
• Eligibility: et ∈ {0, 1}M denotes which options are eligible.
• Time Budget: stept ∈ Z>0 is the number steps remaining in the episode.
• Adaptation Budget: stepphase,t ∈ Z>0 is the number steps remaining in the adaptation phase.
• Observation: obst ∈ Rd is a low level observation of the environment at time t.
7.2.3 The Factored Subtask Graph Problem
Subtasks and Option Entities In the real world, compositional subtasks can be described in terms
of a set of entities, E . (e.g. pickup, apple, pear, · · · ∈ E) that can be recombined to form new
subtasks (e.g. (pickup, apple), and (pickup, pear)). We assume that these entities are given
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to the agent. Similarly, the learned options that execute these subtasks can also be parameterized by
the same entities (e.g. [pickup, apple], and [pickup, pear]).
In real world tasks, we expect learned options with entities that share “attributes” to have similar
policy, precondition, and effect, as they are used to execute subtasks with similar entities. For
example, options [pickup, apple], and [pickup, pear] may share the same policy, where the
policy’s motor control is the same but has a different target entity (apple or pear). apple and pear
share the same attribute pickupable; they are both entities that can be picked up. In another example,
options [cook, egg, pot] and [cook, cabbage, pot] share similar preconditions (the target
ingredient must be placed in the pot), but also different (cabbage must be sliced, but the egg does
not). In this example, egg and cabbage are both boilable entities, but egg is not sliceable.
To model these similarities, we assume in each task, there exist boolean latent attribute functions
which indicate shared attributes in entities. E.g. fpickapable : E → {0, 1}, where fpickapable(apple) =
1. We will later try to infer the values of these latent entities, so we additionally assume there
exist some weak supervision, where a low-level embedding of entities is provided to the agent,
fentityembed : E → RD.
The Factored Subtask Graph Our goal is to infer the underlying task structure between subtasks
and options so that the agent may complete subtasks in an optimal order. As defined in the previous
sections, this task structure can be completely determined by the option preconditions, option effects,
and subtask rewards. As such we define the factored subtask graph to be the tuple of the factored
preconditions, effects, and rewards for all subtasks and options:
G = 〈Gpcond,Geff,Gr〉 (7.2)
where
Gpcond : EN × P(Φ)→ {0, 1} (7.3)
Geff : EN × P(Φ)→ P(Φ) (7.4)
Gr : EN × P(Φ)→ R (7.5)
The factored precondition, Gpcond, is a function from an option with N entities and a subtask
completion set to {0, 1}, which specifies whether the option is eligible under a completion set. E.g.
If Gpcond([X1, X2], {Φ1,Φ2}) = 1, then option [X1, X2] is eligible if Φ1 and Φ2 are complete. The
factored effect, Geff, is a function from an option with N entities and subtask completion set to a
different completion set. E.g. If Geff([X1, X2], {Φ1,Φ2}) = {Φ1,Φ3}, then executing an option with
parameters [X1, X2] on a state with subtask completion {Φ1,Φ2} completes Φ3 and uncompletes
Φ2. Finally, the factored reward, Gr, is a function from a subtask with N entities to the reward given
to the agent from executing that subtask.
Our previous assumption that options with similar entities and attributes share preconditions
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and effects manifests in Gpcond and Geff where these functions tend to be smooth. Similar inputs
to the function (similar option entities) tend to yield similar output (similar eligibility and effect
values). This smoothness gives two benefits. 1. We can share experience between similar options
for inferring preconditions and effect. 2. This enables generalization to preconditions and effects
of unseen entities. Note that this smoothness does not apply to the reward Gr. We assume reward
given for subtask completion is independent across tasks.
In our experiments, we assume the first entity of every subtask and option serves as a “verb”
entity (e.g. pickup, cook, etc.). We assume there is there is no shared structure across subtasks
and options with different verbs.
7.3 Method
We propose the Factored Subtask Graph Inference (FSGI) method to efficiently infer the latent
factored subtask graph G = 〈Gpcond,Geff,Gr〉. Figure 7.2 gives an overview of our approach. At
a high level, we use the adaptation phase to gather adaptation trajectories from the environment
using an adaptation policy πadaptθ . Then, we use the adaptation trajectories to infer the latent subtask
graph Ĝ. In the test phase, a test policy πtestĜ is conditioned on the inferred subtask graph Ĝ and
maximizes the reward. As the performance of the test policy is dependent on the inferred subtask
graph Ĝ, it is important to accurately infer this graph. Note that the test task may contain subtasks
that are unseen in the training task. We learn a predicate subtask graph Ĝ that can generalize to
these unseen subtasks and options.
7.3.1 Zero-shot Learning Entity Attributes
Recall from Section 7.2.3 that we assume there exist latent attributes that indicate shared structure
between options and subtasks with the same attributes. E.g. One attribute may be fpickapable :
E → {0, 1}, where fpickapable(apple) = 1, etc. Our goal is to infer a set of candidate attribute
functions, Âatt = {f̂1, f̂2, . . . }, such that options with the same attributes indicates the same
preconditions. As there is no supervision involved, we formulate this inference as a zero shot
learning problem Palatucci et al. [2009]. Note the inferred attributes that are preconditions for
options should not only construct an accurate predicate subtask graph for options seen in the
adaptation phase, but also unseen options.
During the adaptation phase, the agent will encounter a set of seen entities E ⊂ E . We construct
candidate attributes from E using our smoothness assumption, where similar entities result in
similar preconditions. We generate candidate attributes based on similarity using the given entity
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(a) Factored Precondition Inference via inductive logic programming. We run precondition inference for every
option and show DX as an example. 1. The first table is built from the agent’s trajectory (x is the subtask
completion, e the option eligibility). 2. We build the second table, the “augmented” trajectory by substituting
X into all possible subtask completions, AX , BX , and inferred attributes f, g. 3. We train a decision tree
over the table, to infer the relation xaug → Dx. 4. We translate the decision tree into an equivalent predicate
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(b) Factored Effect Inference. We run effect inference for every option and DX as an example. 1. The
first table is built from the agent’s trajectory (xt, ot is the subtask completion and option executed at time
t). 2. We build the second table, the “augmented” trajectory by substituting X into all possible subtask
completions, AX , BX , and restricting the table to only row where ot = DX . 3. We infer option dynamics,
(xt, ot) 7→ xt+1, by calculating the simple aggregated difference between subtask completion before and
after DX , ∆(xt,aug, xt+1,aug).
Figure 7.2: An overview of our approach for estimating the factored subtask graph Ĝ in a simple
environment with subtasks A,B and options C,D,E. Each subtask and option has a parameter
0 or 1. Note by inferring the factored precondition and effects, we can infer the behavior unseen
subtasks and options such as D2.
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Let C = {C1, C2, . . . } be an exhaustive set of clusters generated from E using fentityembed. Then,
we define a candidate attribute function from each cluster.
f̂i(X) := I[X ∈ Ci] (7.6)
To infer the attribute of an unseen entity X 6∈ E, we use a 1-Nearest Neighbor classifier that
uses the attributes of the nearest seen entity Fix [1985].
f̂i(X) = I[X∗ ∈ Ci] (7.7)
where X∗ = arg minX′∈E distance(fentityembed(X), fentityembed(X ′)).
7.3.2 Factored Subtask Graph Inference
Let τH = {s1, o1, r1, d1, . . . , sH} be the adaptation trajectory of the adaptation policy πadaptθ after
H time steps. Our goal is to infer the maximum likelihood factored subtask graph G given this
trajectory τH .
ĜMLE = arg max
Gpcond,Geff,Gr
p(τH |Gpcond,Geff,Gr) (7.8)









p(st+1|st, ot,Gpcond,Geff)p(rt|st, ot,Geff,Gr) (7.11)
where we dropped terms independent of G. From section 7.2.2 and 7.2.3, the predicate precondition
Gpcond determines the mapping from completion x to option eligibility e, x 7→ e, the predicate effect
Geff determines the mapping from completion and option to completion, (xt, o) 7→ xt+1, and finally,
the predicate reward Gr determines the reward given when a subtask is completed at time t. Then,


























Next, we explain how to compute Ĝpcond, Ĝeff, and Ĝr.
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Factored Precondition Inference via Predicate Logic Induction We give an overview of how
we infer the option preconditions Ĝpcond in Figure 7.2a. Note from the definition from 7.2.3, we can
view the precondition Gpcond as a deterministic function, fGpcond : (E, x) 7→ {0, 1}, where E is the
option entities, and x is the completion set vector. Hence, the probability term in Eq.(7.13) can





(i), xt)] where I is the indicator function, and
E(i) is the entity set of the ith option in the given task. Thus, we have








Following Sohn et al. [2020], this quantity can maximized by finding a boolean function f̂Gpcond
over only subtask completions xt that satisfies all the indicator functions in Eq.(7.15). However this
yields multiple possible solutions — particularly the preconditions of unseen option entities in the
trajectory τH . If we infer a boolean function separately over all seen options (without considering
the option parameters), this solution is identical to the solution proposed by Sohn et al. [2020]. We
want to additionally generalize our solution over multiple unseen subtasks and options using the
entities, E.
We leverage our smoothness assumption — that f̂Gpcond is smooth with respect to the input entities
and attributes. E.g. If the inferred precondition for the option [pickup, X] is the candidate attribute
f̂(X), any entity X where f̂(X) = 1 has the same precondition. I.e. For some unseen entity set E∗
we want the following property to hold:
f̂i(E) = f̂i(E
∗) for some i ⇒ ˆfGpcond(E, xt) = ˆfGpcond(E∗, xt) (7.16)
To do this, we infer a boolean function ˆfGpcond over both subtask completions xt and entity
variables X ∈ E. We use (previously inferred) candidate attributes over entities, f̂i(X)∀X ∈ E in
the boolean function to serve as quantifiers. Inferring in this manner insures that the precondition
function f̂Gpcond is smooth with respect to the input entities and attributes. Note that some but not
all attributes may be shared in entities. E.g. [cook, cabbage] has similar but not the same
preconditions as [cook, egg]. So, we cannot directly reuse the same preconditions for similar
entities. We want to generalize between different combinations of attributes.
We translate this problem as an inductive logic programming (ILP) problem Muggleton and
De Raedt [1994]. We infer the eligibility (boolean output) of some option O with some entities(s)
E = {X1, X2, . . . }, from boolean input formed by all possible completion values {xit}Ht=1, and
all attribute values {f̂i(X)}i=1...X∈E . We use the classification and regression tree (CART) with Gini
impurity to infer the the precondition functions f̂Gpcond for each parameter E Breiman [1984]. Finally,
the inferred decision tree is converted into an equivalent symbolic logic expression and used to
build the factored subtask graph.
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Factored Effect Inference We give an overview of how we infer the option effects Ĝeff in
Figure 7.2b. From the definitions from section 7.2.3, we can write the predicate option effect Geff as
a deterministic function fGeff : (E, xt) 7→ xt+1, where if there is subtask completion xt, executing
option O (with entities E) successfully results in subtask completion xt+1. Similar to precondition
inference, we have








As this is deterministic, we can calculate the element-wise difference between xt (before option)
and xt+1 (after option) to infer fGeff .
ˆfGeff(E
(i), x) = x+ Et=1...H [xt+1 − xt|ot = O(i)] (7.18)
Similar to precondition inference, we also want to infer the effect of options with unseen
parameters. We leverage the same smoothness assumption:
f̂i(E) = f̂i(E
∗) for some i ⇒ ˆfGeff(E, xt) = ˆfGeff(E∗, xt) (7.19)
Unlike preconditions, we expect the effect function to be relatively constant across attributes, i.e.,
the effect of executing option [cook, X] is always completing the subtask (cooked, X), no matter
the attributes of X . So we directly set the effect of unseen entities, ˆfGeff(E
∗, xt), by similarity
according to Equation 7.19.
Reward Inference We model the subtask reward as a Gaussian distribution Gr(E) ∼ N (µ̂E, σ̂E .
The MLE estimate of the subtask reward becomes the empirical mean of the rewards received
during the adaptation phase when subtask with parameter T becomes complete. For the ith subtask
in the task with entities Ei,
Ĝr(Ei) = µ̂Ei = Et=1...N [rt|xit+1 − xit = 1] (7.20)
Note we do not use the smoothness assumption for Ĝr(E), as we assume reward is independently
distributed across tasks. We automatically set Ĝr(E∗) = 0 for unseen subtasks with entities E∗.
7.3.3 Task Transfer and Adaptation
In the test phase, we instantiate a test policy πtestĜprior using the inferred factored subtask graph Ĝprior,
inferred from samples gathered from the training task. The goal of the test policy is to maximize
reward in the test environment using Ĝprior. As we assume the reward is independent across tasks,
we re-estimate the reward of the test task according to Equation 7.20, without task transfer. With the
reward inferred, this yields the same problem setting given in Sohn et al. [2018]. Sohn et al. [2018]
tackle this problem using GRProp, which models the subtask graph as differentiable function over
reward, so that the test policy has a dense signal on which options to execute are likely to maximally
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increase the reward.
However, the inferred factored subtask graph may be imperfect, the inferred precondition and
effects may not transfer to the test task. To adapt to possibly new preconditions and effects, we
use samples gathered in the adaptation phase of the test task to infer a new factored subtask graph
Ĝtest, which we use to similarly instantiate another test policy πtestĜtest using GRProp. We expect Ĝtest
to eventually be more accurate than Ĝprior as more timesteps are gathered in the test environment.
Though, early on, Ĝprior may be more accurate.
To maximize performance on test, we thus choose to instantiate a posterior test policy πtestposterior,
which is an ensemble policy over πtestĜprior and π
test
Ĝtest
. We heuristically set the weights of πtestposterior to
favor πtestĜprior early in the test phase, and π
test
Ĝtest
later in the test phase.
7.4 Related Work
Subtask Graph Inference. The subtask graph inference (SGI) framework Sohn et al. [2018,
2020] assumes that a task consists of multiple base subtasks, such that the entire task can be solved
by completing a set of subtasks in the right order. Then, it has been shown that SGI can efficiently
solve the complex task by explicitly inferring the precondition relationship between subtasks in the
form of a graph using an inductive logic programming (ILP) method. The inferred subtask graph is
in turn fed to an execution policy that can predict the optimal sequence of subtasks to be completed
to solve the given task.
However, the proposed SGI framework is limited to a single task; the knowledge learned in one
task cannot be transferred to another. This limits the SGI framework such that does not scale well
to compositional tasks, and cannot generalize to unseen tasks. We extend the SGI framework by
modeling factored subtasks and options, which encode relations between tasks to allow efficient and
general learning. In addition, we generalize the SGI framework by learning an effect model – In the
SGI framework it was assumed that for each subtask there is a corresponding option, that completes
that subtask (and does not effect any other subtask). This assumption is unrealistic when there
options must also be parameterized in the combinatorial task structure, and there exist subtasks that
cannot be completed without un-completing another (e.g. Pickup and Place in Figure 7.1).
Compositional Task Generalization. Prior work has also tackled compositional generalization
in a symbolic manner Loula et al. [2018], Andreas et al. [2017], Oh et al. [2017]. Loula et al.
[2018] test compositional generalization of natural language sentences in recurrent neural networks.
Andreas et al. [2017], Oh et al. [2017] tackle compositional task generalization in an instruction
following context, where an agent is given a natural language instruction describing the task the
agent must complete (e.g. “pickup apple”). These works use analogy making to learn policies that
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can execute instructions by analogy (e.g. “pickup X”). However, these works construct policies on
the option level – they construct policies that can execute “pickup X” on different X values. They
also do not consider hierarchical structure for the order which options should be executed (as they
are given the option order through instruction). Our work aims to learn these analogy-like relations
at a between-options level, where certain subtasks and options must be completed before another
option can be executed.
Classical Planning. At a high level, a factored subtask graph G is equivalent to a STRIPS
planning domain Fikes and Nilsson [1971] with an attribute model add-on Frank and Jónsson
[2003]. Operators in STRIPS correspond to options in G. The symbolic state space in STRIPS
corresponds to subtask completion in G. Arguments to operators and states are similar to parameters
in G. Most work in classical planning focuses on how to use a domain specification to instantiate a
solution plan, equivalent to our reward maximization phase. A viable option FSGI is to replace our
test policy with a classical planner using our inferred factored subtask graph.
Prior work in classical planning has proposed to learn STRIPS domain specifications (action
schemas) through given trajectories (action traces) Suárez-Hernández et al. [2020], Mehta et al.
[2011], Walsh and Littman [2008], Zhuo et al. [2010]. Our work differs from these in 3 major
ways: 1. FSGI learns an attribute model, which is crucial to generalizing compositional tasks with
components of different behaviors. 2. We evaluate FSGI on more hierarchical domains, where
prior work has evaluated on pickup-place/travelling classical planning problems, which admit flat
structure. 3. We evaluate FSGI on generalization, where there may exist subtasks and options that
are not seen during adaptation.
7.5 Experiments
We aim to answer the following questions:
1. Can PSGI generalize to unseen evaluation tasks in zero-shot manner by transferring the
inferred the latent task structure?
2. Does PSGI efficiently infers the latent task structure compared to prior work (MSGI Sohn
et al. [2020])?
3. Can PSGI generalize to unseen subtasks with unseen entities using the inferred attributes?
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Figure 7.3: (Top) the inferred factored subtask graph P̂G by PSGI and (bottom) the inferred
subtask graph Ĝ by MSGI+ after 2000 timesteps in the Cooking environment. For MSGI+, 262
options with no inferred precondition and effect were not visualized for readability. Options are
represented in rectangular nodes. Subtask completions and attributes are are in oval nodes. A solid
line represents a positive precondition / effect, dashed for negative.
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7.5.1 Environment
We evaluate PSGI in a novel symbolic environment, Cooking and Mining. An example of the
simplified Cooking task is shown in Figure 7.1. For each environment, we manually define the
factored subtask graph in terms factored subtasks, options, and attributes in first-order logic form.
Then, the subtask graph can be built by replacing each predicate with a set of task-specific entities.
Each task is randomized by randomly sampling the entities from the entity pool. The entity pool for
training and evaluation tasks are different such that the agent should be able to generalize to unseen
entities to solve the evaluation tasks in zero-shot setting.
Tasks. Cooking environment has a pool of 22 entities and 10 entities are chosen at random for
each task. Then, the subtasks and options are populated by replacing the parameters in factored
subtasks and options by the sampled entities; e.g., we replace X and Y in the factored subtask
(pickup, X, Y) by {apple, cabbage, table} to populate nine subtasks. This results
in around 320 options and 100 subtasks. The ground-truth attributes are also predefined in the
templates, but is not available to the agent. Similarly for Mining, we randomly sample 12 entities
from a pool of 18 entities and populate around 180 subtasks and 180 options for each task. The
reward is assigned at random to one of the subtasks that have the largest critical path length, where
the critical path length is the minimum number of options to be executed to complete each subtask.
Observations. At each time step, the agent observes the completion and eligibility vectors
(see Section 7.2.2 for definitions) and the embeddings of corresponding subtasks and options. The
subtask and option embeddings are the concatenated vector of the embeddings of its entities; e.g.,
for pickup, apple, table the embedding is [f(pickup), f(apple), f(table)] where
f(·) can be an image or language embeddings. For Mining and Cooking environment, we choose
to use 50 dimensional GloVE word embeddings from Pennington et al. [2014] as the embedding
function f(·).
7.5.2 Baselines
• MSGI+ is the MSGI Sohn et al. [2020] agent modified to be capable of solving our Cooking
and Mining tasks. We augmented MSGI with an effect model, separate subtasks and options
in the ILP algorithm, and replace the GProp with our cyclic GRProp.
• RL2 Duan et al. [2016] trains a recurrent model over the training tasks to quickly adapt to
given task as it is rolled out.
• HRL Andreas et al. [2017]1 is the option-based hierarchical reinforcement learning agent. It
is an actor-critic model over the pre-learned options.
1In Andreas et al. [2017] this agent was referred as Independent model.
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• Random agent uniformly randomly executes any eligible option.
We meta-train RL2 and FSGI on training tasks and meta-eval on evaluation tasks to test its
adaptation efficiency and generalization ability. We train HRL on evaluation tasks to test its
adaptation (i.e., learning) efficiency. We evaluate Random baseline on evaluation tasks to get a
reference performance. We use the same recurrent neural network with self-attention-mechanism so
that the agent can handle varying number of (unseen) parameterized subtasks and options depending
on the tasks.
7.5.3 Zero-/Few-shot Transfer Learning Performance
Zero-shot learning performance. Figure 7.4 shows the zero-shot and few-shot transfer learning
performance of the compared methods on Mining and Cooking domains. First, FSGI achieves
over 50 and 30% success rate on Cooking and Mining domain without observing any samples
(i.e., x-axis value = 0) in unseen evaluation tasks. This indicates that the factored subtask graph
effectively captures the shared task structure, and the inferred attributes generalizes well to unseen
entities in zero-shot manner. Note that MSGI+, HRL, and Random baselines have no ability to
transfer its policy from training tasks to unseen evaluation tasks. We note that MSGI+ has no
mechanism for generalizing to the tasks with unseen entities.
Few-shot learning performance. In Figure 7.4, FSGI achieves over 90 and 80% success rate on
Cooking and Mining domains respectively after only 1000 steps of adaptation, while other baselines
do not learn any meaningful policy except MSGI+ in cooking environment. This demonstrates
that the factored subtask graph enables FSGI to share the experience of similar subtasks and
options (e.g., pickup X on Y for all possible pairs of X and Y) such that the sample efficiency is
increased by roughly the factor of number of entities compared to using subtask graph in MSGI+.
7.5.4 Comparison on Task Structure Inference
We ran FSGI and MSGI+ in the Cooking and Mining environment, inferring the latent subtask
graphs every 50 timesteps, for 2000 timesteps. The inferred graphs at 2000 timesteps are shown
in Figure 7.3. FSGI infers the factored graph using first-order logic, and thus it is more compact (XX
nodes and XX edges). On the other hand, MSGI+ infers the subtask graph without factoring out the
shared structure, resulting in non-compact graph with hundreds of subtasks and options. Moreover,
graph inferred by FSGI has 0% error in precondition and effect model inference. The graph inferred
by MSGI+ has 38% error in the preconditions (the six options that MSGI+ completely failed
to infer any precondition are not shown in the figure for readability). The result shows that the
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Figure 7.4: The adaptation curve on Cooking and Mining domains in terms of success rate and
return.
factored graph can infer the task structure much more efficiently than the subtask graph by sharing
the experiences of different options using the factored options and subtasks.
7.5.5 Generalization of Attributes to the Unseen Entities
As described in section 7.3.1, (when attributes are not provided), we infer attributes from an
exhaustive powerset of all possible features on seen parameters. The attributes that are used for the
graph are then likely to be semantically meaningful, as the decision tree selects the most efficient
features. Hence, to test whether PSGI is generalizable, we can evaluate whether attributes are
accurately inferred for unseen parameters when only given the ground truth attributes on seen
parameters (given that PSGI will infer the ground truth for the seen parameters).
We measure the generalization error of PSGI if some “weak” signal is provided through pa-
rameters. We suppose the word labels for options and subtasks are provided in Cooking. I.e.
the words for parameters “pickup”, “apple”, etc. are known. Then, we can infer low level (but
semantically meaningful) features from these words by using word embeddings to encode the
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Table 7.1: We evaluate the generalization accuracy of PSGI on unseen test entities in the Cooking
environment. For each ground truth attribute, we evaluate whether PSGI accurately labels the
unseen test entity correctly. There are 10 seen entities (training set), and 20 unseen entities (test set)
in the Cooking environment.
parameters Pennington et al. [2014]. We choose to use 50 dimensional GloVE word embeddings
from Pennington et al. [2014]. We then evaluate by measuring the accuracy of attributes for 20
additional unseen test parameters, all words related to kitchens and cooking. We show the results in
Table 7.1. From these results, we can extrapolate that at least 70% of edges (on unseen entities) in
the predicate subtask graph using these attributes are accurate.
7.6 Discussion
In this work we presented factored subtask graph inference (FSGI), a method for efficiently
inferring the latent structure of hierarchical and compositional tasks. FSGI also facilitates inference
of unseen subtasks during adaptation, by inferring relations using predicates. FSGI additionally
learns parameter attributes in a zero-shot manner, which differentiate the structures of different
predicate subtasks. Our experimental results showed that FSGI is more efficient and more general
than prior work. In future work, we aim to to tackle noisy settings, where options and subtasks
exhibit possible failures, and settings where the option policies must also be learned.
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CHAPTER 8
Discussion and Future Work
In this thesis, I have proposed a framework that incorporates the inductive logic model into a deep
reinforcement learning algorithm which enables sample-efficient learning and strong generalization.
I first formulated the subtask graph framework which formally defines the compositional structure
in the task in terms of the subtasks and their dependency, which is the precondition. Specifically,
we modeled the completion, eligibility, and reward of each subtask and defined the subtask graph
that characterizes all the subtasks in the task. Then, I developed a deep neural network-based
reinforcement learning model (i.e., NSGS) that can understand and solve any given (unseen) task
which can be represented as a subtask graph. Next, I extended this work to a few-shot reinforcement
learning setting where the agent is not given the subtask graph input. I proposed to incorporate the
inductive logic programming method for inferring the latent task structure from the agent’s trajectory,
which achieved a strong few-shot reinforcement learning performance in many challenging domains
such as StarCraft II. Subsequently, this work has been extended in two directions to further improve
the efficiency via modeling the prior and factored structure. For modeling the prior, I proposed the
policy mixing strategy for both adaptation and test policies which has been shown to be a simple
yet effective method to model the prior of multiple similar subtask graphs. Its effectiveness is
demonstrated on the web navigations tasks where the agent should execute a similar task (e.g.,
placing a shipping order) on different websites. For modeling the factored structure, I proposed to
model each subtask in terms of the entities and looked for the factored form of the subtask graph
where each factor can be replaced with a certain set of entities. I showed that such factored form
compactly captures the task structure and enables the knowledge sharing among similar subtasks
and achieves a stronger form of generalization toward unseen subtasks with unseen entities.
The proposed methods have strong benefits over the existing multi-task/meta-reinforcement
learning algorithms in terms of sample efficiency. This is due to the deterministic learning nature
of the logic induction module, which can in principle build a perfect prediction model for the data
after observing it only once. However, the subtask graph framework is limited in applicability due
to several assumptions it makes on the task structure and the environment. Though my efforts
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to develop more general subtask graph frameworks in my thesis, there are still many remaining
limitations that call for future work:
Noise in the observation:
The inductive logic algorithm assumes that the input data has no error. Since our task inference
module adopts the logic induction method, it is also limited to the environment in which states or
observation has no noise. In a real-world application, however, the observation inevitably involves
the sensor noise. Thus, it is crucial to develop an inductive logic algorithm robust to the input data
noise. In principle, the algorithm presented in Chapter 5 can handle the noisy state input. However,
it is designed mainly for handling the different subtask set between two arbitrary tasks, which may
not necessarily be the best model for handling noisy state input. To this end, the first research
problem to be tackled is to formally model the “noise” in the state space in the subtask graph
framework. From the formulated noise model, it would be an interesting direction to extend the
current decision tree-based logic induction method to a graph neural network-based model which
learns to correct the input data error from statistics.
Completion and eligibility of the subtask:
In all the works presented in this thesis, it is assumed that the completion (i.e., whether a subtask
is complete) and the eligibility (i.e., whether the precondition of a subtask is satisfied) of each
subtask are known to the agent. However, in a real-world scenario, such high-level information
may not be readily available. Thus, it would be an important and interesting direction to study
whether the agent can “discover” the subtasks and their completion and eligibility predictor from a
raw observation. In fact, from the connection between the subtask graph framework and the options
framework (See Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 for more detail), discovering the subtasks from the agent’s
trajectory can be seen as the hierarchical imitation learning problem [Le et al., 2018, Shiarlis et al.,
2018, Kipf et al., 2019, Gupta et al., 2019, Mandlekar et al., 2020]. The main difference between
the subtask graph framework and the options framework is the assumption that the precondition
can be defined in terms of the completion of other subtasks, which should be incorporated into the
existing hierarchical imitation learning algorithms. Considering the recent advances [Kipf et al.,
2019, Mandlekar et al., 2020] in hierarchical imitation learning methods, I foresee that the subtask




Multi-task Reinforcement Learning for
Compositional Task with Given Task Description
A.1 Details of the Task Parameterized by Subtask Graph
We define each task as an MDP tupleMG = (S,A,PG,RG, ρG, γ) where S is a set of states,A is a
set of actions, PG : S ×A× S → [0, 1] is a task-specific state transition function,RG : S ×A →
R is a task-specific reward function and ρG : S → [0, 1] is a task-specific initial distribution over
states. We describe the subtask graph G and each component of MDP in the following paragraphs.
Subtask and Subtask Graph The subtask graph consists of N subtasks that is a subset of O, the
subtask reward r ∈ RN , and the precondition of each subtask. The set of subtasks isO = Aint×X ,
where Aint is a set of primitive actions to interact with objects, and X is a set of all types of
interactive objects in the domain. To execute a subtask (aint, obj) ∈ Aint × X , the agent should
move on to the target object obj and take the primitive action aint.
State The state st consists of the observation obst ∈ {0, 1}W×H×C , the completion vector
xt ∈ {0, 1}N , the time budget stept and the eligibility vector et ∈ {0, 1}N . An observation obst is
represented as H ×W × C tensor, where H and W are the height and width of map respectively,
and C is the number of object types in the domain. The (h,w, c)-th element of observation tensor is
1 if there is an object c in (h,w) on the map, and 0 otherwise. The time budget indicates the number
of remaining time-steps until the episode termination. The completion vector and eligibility vector
provides additional information about N subtasks. The details of completion vector and eligibility
vector will be explained in the following paragraph.
State Distribution and Transition Function Given the current state (obst,xt, et), the next step
state (obst+1,xt+1, et+1) is computed from the subtask graph G. In the beginning of episode, the
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initial time budget stept is sampled from a pre-specified range Nstep for each subtask graph (See
section A.3 for detail), the completion vector xt is initialized to a zero vector in the beginning of
the episode x0 = [0, . . . , 0] and the observation obs0 is sampled from the task-specific initial state
distribution ρG. Specifically, the observation is generated by randomly placing the agent and the N
objects corresponding to the N subtasks defined in the subtask graph G. When the agent executes
subtask i, the i-th element of completion vector is updated by the following update rule:
xit+1 =
{
1 if eit = 1
xit otherwise
. (A.1)
The observation is updated such that agent moves on to the target object, and perform corresnponding
primitive action (See Appendix A.2 for the full list of subtasks and corresponding primitive actions
on Mining and Playground domain). The eligibility vector et+1 is computed from the completion
















i,j + (1− xjt+1)(1− wi,j), (A.4)
where wi,j = 0 if there is a NOT connection between i-th node and j-th node, otherwise wi,j = 1.
Intuitively, x̂i,jt = 1 when j-th node does not violate the precondition of i-th node. Executing each
subtask costs different amount of time depending on the map configuration. Specifically, the time
cost is given as the Manhattan distance between agent location and target object location in the
grid-world plus one more step for performing a primitive action.
Task-specific Reward Function The reward function is defined in terms of the subtask reward
vector r and the eligibility vector et, where the subtask reward vector r is the component of subtask
graph G the and eligibility vector is computed from the completion vector xt and subtask graph G




ri if eit = 1
0 otherwise
. (A.5)
A.2 Details of Playground and Mining Domains
A.2.1 Mining
There are 15 types of objects: Mountain, Water, Work space, Furnace, Tree, Stone, Grass, Pig, Coal,
Iron, Silver, Gold, Diamond, Jeweler’s shop, and Lumber shop. The agent can take 10 primitive
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actions: up, down, left, right, pickup, use1, use2, use3, use4, use5 and agent cannot moves on to the
Mountain and Water cell. Pickup removes the object under the agent, and use’s do not change the
observation. There are 26 subtasks in the Mining domain:
• Get wood/stone/string/pork/coal/iron/silver/gold/diamond: The agent should go to
Tree/Stone/Grass/Pig/Coal/Iron/Silver/Gold/Diamond respectively, and take pickup action.
• Make firewood/stick/arrow/bow: The agent should go to Lumber shop and take
use1/use2/use3/use4 action respectively.
• Light furnace: The agent should go to Furnace and take use1 action.
• Smelt iron/silver/gold: The agent should go to Furnace and take use2/use3/use4 action
respectively.
• Make stone-pickaxe/iron-pickaxe/silverware/goldware/bracelet: The agent should go to Work
space and take use1/use2/use3/use4/use5 action respectively.
• Make earrings/ring/necklace: The agent should go to Jeweler’s shop and take use1/use2/use3
action respectively.
The icons used in Mining domain were downloaded from www.icons8.com and
www.flaticon.com. The Diamond and Furnace icons were made by Freepik from
www.flaticon.com.
A.2.2 Playground
There are 10 types of objects: Cow, Milk, Duck, Egg, Diamond, Heart, Box, Meat, Block, and
Ice. The Cow and Duck move by 1 pixel in random direction with the probability of 0.1 and 0.2,
respectively. The agent can take 6 primitive actions: up, down, left, right, pickup, transform and
agent cannot moves on to the block cell. Pickup removes the object under the agent, and transform
changes the object under the agent to Ice. The subtask graph was randomly generated without any
hand-coded template (see Section A.3 for details).











































































































Figure A.1: The entire graph of Mining domain. Based on this graph, we generated 640 subtask
graphs by removing the subtask node that has no parent node.
A.3.1 Mining Domain
The precondition of each subtask in Mining domain was defined as Figure A.1. Based on this
graph, we generated all possible sub-graphs of it by removing the subtask node that has no parent
node, while always keeping subtasks A, B, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L. The reward of each subtask was
randomly scaled by a factor of 0.8 ∼ 1.2.
A.3.2 Playground Domain
NT number of tasks in each layer
Nodes ND number of distractors in each layer
NA number of AND node in each layer
r reward of subtasks in each layer
N+ac number of children of AND node in each layer
N−ac number of children of AND node with NOT connection in each layer
Edges Ndp number of parents with NOT connection of distractors in each layer
Noc number of children of OR node in each layer
Episode Nstep number of step given for each episode
Table A.1: Parameters for generating task including subtask graph parameter and episode length.
For training and test sample generation, the subtask graph structure was defined in terms of
the parameters in table A.1. To cover wide range of subtask graphs, we randomly sampled the
parameters NA, NO, N+ac, N
−
ac, Ndc, and Noc from the range specified in the table A.2 and A.3, while
NT and ND was manually set. We prevented the graph from including the duplicated AND nodes
with the same children node(s). We carefully set the range of each parameter such that at least
500 different subtask graphs can be generated with the given parameter ranges. The table A.2
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Table A.3: Subtask graph parameters for analysis of subtask graph components.
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APPENDIX B
Meta Reinforcement Learning for Compositional
Task via Task Inference
B.1 Details of the SC2LE Domain
The SC2LE domain [Vinyals et al., 2017] provides suite of mini-games focusing on specific aspects
of the entire StarCraft II game. In this paper, we custom design two types of new, simple mini-games
called Build Unit and Defeat Zerg troops. Specifically, we built Defeat Zerglings, Defeat Hydralisks,
Defeat Hydralisks & Ultralisks and Build Battlecruiser mini-games that compactly capture the most
fundamental goal of the full game. The Build Unit mini-game requires the agent to figure-out the
target unit and its precondition correctly, such that it can train the target unit within the given short
time budget. The Defeat Zerg troops mini-game mimics the full game more closely; the agent is
required to train enough units to win a war against the opponent players. To make the task more
challenging and interesting, we designed the reward to be given only at the end of episode depending
on the success of the whole task. Similar to the standard Melee game in StarCraft II, each episode is
initialized with 50 mineral, 0 gas, 7 and 4 SCVs that start gathering mineral and gas, respectively,
1 idle SCV, 1 refinery, and 1 Command Center (See Figure B.1). The episode is terminated after
2,400 environment steps (equivalent to 20 minutes in game time). In the game, the agent is initially
given 50 mineral, 0 gas, 7 and 4 SCVs that start gathering mineral and gas, respectively, 1 idle SCV,
1 refinery, and 1 Command Center (See Figure B.1) and is allowed to prepare for the upcoming
battle only for 2,400 environment steps (equivalent to 20 minutes in game time). Therefore, the
agent must learn to collect resources and efficiently use them to build structures for training units.
All the four custom mini-games share the same initial setup as specified in Figure B.1.
Defeat Zerg troops scenario: At the end of the war preparation, different combinations of
enemy unit appears: Defeat Zerglings and Defeat Hydralisks has 20 zerglings and 15 hydralisks,
respectively, and Defeat Hydralisks & Ultralisks contains a combination of total 5 hydralisks and 3
ultralisks. When the war finally breaks out, the units trained by the agent will encounter the army
of Zerg units in the map and combat until the time over (240 environment steps or 2 minutes in
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the game) or either side is defeated. Specifically, the agent may not take any action, and the units
Figure B.1: (Top) The agent starts the game initially with limited resources of 50 minerals, 0 gases,
3 foods, 11 SCVs collecting resources, 1 idle SCV and pre-built Refinery. (Middle) From the
initial state, the agent needs to strategically collect resources and build structures in order to be well
prepared for the upcoming battle. (Bottom) After 2,400 environment steps, the war breaks; all the
buildings in the map are removed, and the enemy units appear. The agent’s units should eliminate
the enemy units within 240 environment steps during the war.
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trained by the agent perform an auto attack against the enemy units. Unlike the original full game
that has ternary reward structure of +1 (win) / 0 (draw) / −1 (loss), we use binary reward structure
of +1 (win) and −1 (loss or draw). Notice that depending on the type of units the agent trained,
a draw can happen. For instance, if the units trained by the agent are air units that cannot attack
the ground units and the enemy units are the ground units that cannot attack the air units, then no
combat will take place, so we consider this case as a loss. Build unit scenario: The agent receives
the reward of +1 if the target unit is successfully trained within the time limit, and the episode
terminates. When the episode terminates due to time limit, the agent receives the reward of −1. We
gave 2,400 step budget for the Build Battlecruiser scenario such that only highly efficient policy
can finish the task within the time limit.
The transition dynamics (i.e., build tech-tree) in SC2LE domain has a hierarchical characteristic
which can be inferred by our MSGI agent (see Figure B.1). We conducted the experiment on Terran
race only, but our method can be applied to other races as well.
Subtask. There are 85 subtasks: 15 subtasks of constructing each type of building (Supply
depot, Barracks, Engineeringbay, Refinery, Factory, Missile turret, Sensor tower, Bunker, Ghost
academy, Armory, Starport, Fusioncore, Barrack-techlab, Factory-techlab, Starport-techlab), 17
subtasks of training each type of unit (SCV, Marine, Reaper, Marauder, Ghost, Widowmine, Hellion,
Hellbat, Cyclone, Siegetank, Thor, Banshee, Liberator, Medivac, Viking, Raven, Battlecruiser),
one subtask of idle worker, 32 subtasks of selecting each type of building and unit, gathering
mineral, gathering gas, and no-op. For gathering mineral, we set the subtask as (mineral≥ val)
where val ∈ {50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 300, 400}. Similarly for gathering gas, we set the subtask as
(gas≥ val) where val ∈ {25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200, 300}. For no-op subtask, the agent takes
the no-op action for 8 times.
Eligibility. The eligibility of the 15 building construction subtasks and 17 training unit subtasks
is given by the environment as an available action input. For the selection subtasks, we extracted
the number of corresponding units using the provided API of the environment. Gathering mineral,
gas, and no-op subtasks are always eligible.
Completion. The completion of the 15 construction subtasks and 17 training subtasks is 1 if the
corresponding building or unit is present on the map. For the selection subtasks, the completion is
1 if the target building or unit is selected. For gathering mineral and gas subtasks, the subtask is
completed if the condition is satisfied (i.e., gas≥ 50). The no-op subtask is never completed.
Subtask reward. In SC2LE domain, the agent does not receive any reward when completing a
subtask. The only reward given to agent is the binary reward rHepi = {+1,−1} at the end of episode
(i.e., t = Hepi). Therefore, the subtask reward inference method described in Eq.(4.3) may not be
applied. In the adaptation phase, we used the same UCB-inspired exploration bonus, introduced in
Section 4.4.3 with GRProp policy. In test phase, we simply used +1.0 subtask reward for all the
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unit production subtasks, and run our MSGI-GRProp agent in test phase.
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APPENDIX C
Fast Inference and Transfer of Compositional Task
Structures for Few-shot Task Generalization
C.1 Details on SymWoB domain
In this paper, we introduce the SymWoB domain, which is a challenging symbolic environment that
aims to reflect the hierarchical and compositional aspects of the checkout processes in the real-world
websites. There are total 10 different SymWoB websites that are symbolic implementations of the
actual websites: Amazon, Apple, Dick’s, Walmart, Converse, Target, eBay, Ikea, BestBuy, and
Samsung. The main goal of each website is to navigate through the web pages within the website
by clicking and filling in the web elements with proper information which leads to the final web
page that allows the agent to click on the Place Order button, which indicates that the agent has
successfully finished the task of checking out.
C.1.1 Implementation detail
In this section, we describe the detailed process of implementing an existing website into a symbolic
version. We first fill out the shopping cart with random products, and we proceed until placing the
order on the actual website. During the process, we extract all the interactable web elements on
the webpage. We repeat this for all the websites and form a shared subtask pool where similar web
elements in different websites that have same functionality are mapped to the same subtask in the
shared subtask pool. Then, we extract the precondition relationship between subtasks from the
website and form the edges in the subtask graph accordingly. Finally, we implement the termination
condition and the subtask reward to the failure distractor (See Appendix C.1.3) and the goal subtasks.
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C.1.2 Comparison of the websites
The agent’s goal on every website is the same (i.e.placing a checkout order), but the underlying
subtask graphs, or task structure, of the websites are extremely diverse, making the task much
more challenging for the agent. One of the major sources of diversity in subtask graphs is in the
various ordering of the web pages. In a typical website’s checkout process, some of the most
common web pages include the shipping, billing, and payment web pages, each of which has
a collection of corresponding subtasks. In Figure C.1, for example, the shipping web page is
represented by the collection of the subtasks on the left side from Fill Zip to Fill Last and
Click ContinueShipping, and these come before the payment web page that is represented
by the subtasks on the right side from Click Credit to Click ContinuePayment. On the
other hand, in Figure C.7 and Figure C.6, the similar web pages are either connected in a different
ordering, from payment to shipping web page, or placed on the same line side by side. Since the
web pages can vary on how they are ordered, it allows the subtask graphs to have a variety of shapes
such as deep and narrow as in Figure C.9 or wide and shallow as in Figure C.6. Different shape of
the subtask graphs means different precondition between the tasks, making it non-trivial for the
agent to transfer its knowledge about one to the other.
Another major source of diversity is the number of web elements in each web page. Let’s
compare the web elements of the shipping web page in Figure C.3 and Figure C.4. These are the
subtasks that are connected to Click ContinueShipping and as well as itself. We can see
that the two websites do not have the same number of the web elements for the shipping web pages:
the Converse website requires more shipping information to be filled out than the Dick’s website.
Such variety in the number of web elements, or subtasks, allows the subtask graphs of the websites
to have diverse preconditions as well.
C.1.3 Distractor subtasks
In addition to the different task structures among the websites, there are also distractor subtasks in
the websites that introduces challenging components of navigating the real-world websites. There
are two different types of distractor subtasks: the one that terminates the current episode with a
negative reward and the another one that has no effect. The former, which we also call it the failure
distractor subtask, represents the web elements that lead the agent to some external web pages like
Help or Terms of Use button. The latter is just called the distractor subtask, where executing
the subtask does not contribute to progressing toward the goal (e.g., Click EditShipping
subtask in Converse). Each website has varying number of distractor subtasks and along with the




All of the websites in the SymWoB domain are generated by analyzing the corresponding real
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Figure C.10: The ground-truth subtask graph of Target domain.
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APPENDIX D
Shortest-Path Constrained Reinforcement Learning
for Sparse Reward Tasks
D.1 Option framework-based formulation
D.1.1 Preliminary: option framework
Options framework [Sutton, 1998] defines options as a generalization of actions to include tempo-
rally extended series of action. Formally, options consist of three components: a policy π : S×A →
[0, 1], a termination condition β : S+ → [0, 1], and an initiation set I ⊆ S. An option 〈I, π, β〉 is
available in state s if and only if s ∈ I. If the option is taken, then actions are selected accord-
ing to π until the option terminates stochastically according to β. Then, the option-reward and
option-transition models are defined as
ros = E
{






p (s′, k) γk (D.2)
where t+ k is the random time at which option o terminates, E(o, s, t) is the event that option o is
initiated in state s at time t, and p(s′, k) is the probability that the option terminates in s′ after k
steps. Using the option models, we can re-write Bellman equation as follows:
V π(s) = E
[















where t+ k is the random time at which option o terminates and E(o, s) is the event that option o is
initiated in state s.
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D.1.2 Option-based view-point of shortest-path constraint
In this section, we present an option framework-based viewpoint of our shortest-path (SP) constraint.
We will first show that a (sparse-reward) MDP can be represented as a weighted directed graph
where nodes are rewarding states, and edges are options. Then, we show that a policy satisfying SP
constraint also maximizes the option-transition probability P oss′ .
For a given MDP M = (S,A,R,P , ρ, S̄), let SR = {s|R(s) 6= 0} ⊂ S be the set of all
rewarding states, where R(s) is the reward function upon arrival to state s. In sparse-reward tasks, it
is assumed that |SR| << |S|. Then, we can form a weighted directed graph Gπ = (V , E) of policy
π and given MDP. The vertex set is defined as V = SR ∪ ρ0 ∪ S̄ where SR is rewarding states, ρ0
is the initial states, and S̄ is the terminal states. Similar to the path set in Definition 2, let Ts→s′
denotes a set of paths transitioning from one vertex s ∈ V to another vertex s′ ∈ V:
Ts→s′ = {τ |s0 = s, s`(τ) = s′, {st}0<t<`(τ) ∩ V = ∅}. (D.5)
Then, the edge from a vertex s ∈ V to another vertex s′ ∈ V is defined by an (implicit) option tuple:
o(s, s′) = (I, π, β)(s,s′), where I = {s}, β(s) = I(s = s′), and
π(s,s
′)(τ) =
 1Zπ(τ) for τ ∈ Ts→s′0 otherwise , (D.6)
where Z is the partition function to ensure
∫
π(s,s
′)(τ)dτ = 1. Following Equation (D.1), the















where t+ k is the random time at which option o(s, s′) terminates, and E(o, s, t) is the event that
option o(s, s′) is initiated in state s at time t. Note that in the last equality, rt+1 = · · · = rt+k−1 = 0
holds since {st+1, . . . , st+k−1} ∩ V = ∅ from the definition of option policy π(s,s
′). Following














where p(s′, k) is the probability that the option terminates in s′ after k steps, and Dπnr(s, s
′) is the
π-distance in Definition 3. Then, we can re-write the shortest-path constraint in terms of P πs,s′ as
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follows:




= {π|∀(s, s′ ∈ T πŝ,ŝ′,nr s.t. (ŝ, ŝ′) ∈ Φπ), P πs,s′ = max
π
P πs,s′} (D.13)
Thus, we can see that the policy satisfying SP constraint also maximizes the option-transition
probability. We will use this result in Appendix D.2.
D.2 Shortest-Path Constraint: A Single-goal Case
In this section, we provide more discussion on a special case of the shortest-path constraint (Sec-
tion 6.3.1), when the (stochastic) MDP defines a single-goal task: i.e., there exists a unique initial
state sinit ∈ S and a unique goal state sg ∈ S such that sg is a terminal state, and R(s) > 0 if and
only if s = sg.
We first note that the non-rewarding path set is identical to the path set in such a setting, because
the condition rt = 0(t < `(τ)) from Definition 2 is always satisfied as R(s) > 0 ⇔ s = sg and
s`(τ) = sg:
T πs,s′,nr = T πs,s′ = {τ | s0 = s, s`(τ) = s′, pπ(τ) > 0, {st}t<`(τ) 6= s′} (D.14)
Again, T πs,s′ is a set of all path starting from s (i.e., and ending at s′ (i.e., s`(τ) = s′) where the
agent visits s′ only at the end (i.e., {st}t<`(τ) 6= s′), that can be rolled out by policy with a non-zero
probability (i.e., pπ(τ) > 0).
We now claim that an optimal policy satisfies the shortest-path constraint. The idea is that,
since sg is the only rewarding and terminal state, maximizing R(τ) = γTR(sg) where sT = sg
corresponds to minimizing the number of time steps T to reach sg. In this setting, a shortest-path
policy is indeed optimal.
Lemma 11. For a single-goal MDP, any optimal policy satisfies the shortest-path constraint.
Proof. Let sinit be the initial state and sg be the goal state. We will prove that any optimal policy
is a shortest-path policy from the initial state to the goal state. We use the fact that sg is the only
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rewarding state, i.e., R(s) > 0 entails s = sg.








































where Equation (D.18) holds since R(sg) > 0 from our assumption that R(s) + V ∗(s) > 0.
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D.3 Proof of Theorem 7
We make the following assumptions on the Markov Decision Process (MDP)M: namely mild
stochasticity (Definitions 12 and 13).
Definition 12 (Mild stochasticity (1)). In MDP M, there exists an optimal policy π∗ and the
corresponding shortest-path policy πsp ∈ ΠSP such that for all s, s′ ∈ Φπ, it holds pπ∗(s̄ = s′|s0 =
s) = pπsp(s̄ = s
′|s0 = s).
Definition 13 (Mild stochasticity (2)). In MDP M, the optimal policy π∗ does not visit the
same state more than once: For all s ∈ S such that ρπ∗(s) > 0, it holds ρπ∗(s) = 1, where
ρπ(s) , Es0∼ρ0(S),a∼π(A|s),s′∼(S|s,a)
[∑T
t=1 I (st = s)
]
is the state-visitation count.
In other words, we assume that the optimal policy does not have a cycle. One common property
of MDP that meets this condition is that the reward disappearing after being acquired by the agent.
We note that this assumption holds for many practical environments. In fact, in many cases as well
as Atari, DeepMind Lab, etc.
Theorem 7. For any MDP with the mild stochasticity condition, an optimal policy π∗ satisfies the
shortest-path constraint: π∗ ∈ ΠSP.
Proof. For simplicity, we prove this based on the option-based view point (see Appendix D.1). By
plugging Equation (D.8) and Equation (D.10) into Equation (D.4), we can re-write the Bellman






































′|s0 = s)P πs,s′ [R(s′) + γV π(s′)] , (D.24)
where s̄ is the first rewarding state that agent encounters. Intuitively, pπ(s̄ = s′|s0 = s) means
the probability that the s′ is the first rewarding state that policy π encounters when it starts from s.
From Equation (D.13), our goal is to show:
π∗ ∈ ΠSP = {π | ∀(s, s′) ∈ T πΦ,nr, P πs,s′ = P ∗s,s′}, (D.25)




We will prove Equation (D.25) by contradiction. Suppose π∗ is an optimal policy such that
π∗ 6∈ ΠSP. Then,
∃(ŝ, ŝ′ ∈ T π∗Φ,nr) s.t. P π
∗
ŝ,ŝ′ 6= P ∗ŝ,ŝ′ . (D.26)
Recall the definition: P ∗s,s′ = maxπ P
π
s,s′ . Then, for any π, the following statement is true.
















Then, let’s compose a new policy π̂:
π̂(a|s) =
πsp(a|s) if ∃ τ ∈ T
πsp
ŝ,ŝ′,nr s.t. s ∈ τ
π∗(a|s) otherwise
. (D.30)
Now consider a path τŝ→ŝ′ that agent visits ŝ at time t = i and transitions to ŝ′ at time t = j > iwhile
not visiting any rewarding state from t = i to t = j with non-zero probability (i.e., pπsp(τ) > 0).
We can define a set of such paths as follows:
T̂ŝ→ŝ′ = {τ | ∃(i < j), si = ŝ, sj = ŝ′, {st}i<t<j ∩ SIR = ∅, pπsp(τ) > 0}. (D.31)
To reiterate the definitions from Definition 6: SIR = {s | R(s) > 0 or ρ(s) > 0} is the union of
all initial and rewarding states, and Φπ = {(s, s′) | s, s′ ∈ SIR, ρ(s) > 0, T πs,s′,nr 6= ∅} is the subset
of SIR such that agent may roll out.
From Definition 13 and Equation (D.30), the likelihood of a path τ under policy π̂ is given as
follows:
pπ̂(τ) =
pπ∗(τ ∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′)pπsp(τ |τ ∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′) for τ ∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′pπ∗(τ) otherwise , (D.32)




ensures the likelihood π̂(τ) to be a valid probability density function (i.e.,
∫
pπ̂(τ)dτ = 1). From
the path τŝ→ŝ′ and i, j, we will choose two states sir, s′ir ∼ τŝ→ŝ′ , where
sir = max
t
(st|st ∈ SIR, t ≤ i), s′ir = min
t
(st|st ∈ SIR, j ≤ t). (D.33)
Note that such sir and s′ir always exist in τŝ→ŝ′ since the initial state and the terminal state satisfy the
condition to be sir and s′ir.



















Eτ∼π∗ [γ`(τ) | τ ∈ T π∗sir,s′ir,nr]︸ ︷︷ ︸
♣
 (D.35)





ir) := Eτ∼π∗ [♣] (D.36)
= pπ∗(τ ∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′)Eτ∼π∗
[
♣ | τ ∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′
]
+ pπ∗(τ /∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′)Eτ∼π∗
[




(From Definition 5) < pπ∗(τ ∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′)Eτ∼πsp
[
♣ | τ ∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′
]
+ pπ∗(τ /∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′)Eτ∼π∗
[
♣ | τ /∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′
]
(D.38)
(From Equation (D.32)) = pπ̂(τ ∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′)Eτ∼π̂
[
♣ | τ ∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′
]
+ pπ̂(τ /∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′)Eτ∼π̂
[
♣ | τ /∈ T̂ŝ→ŝ′
]
(D.39)





⇐⇒ Dπ∗nr (sir, s′ir) > Dπ̂nr(sir, s′ir) (D.41)












′ | s0 = sir)P π̂sir,s′
[
R(s′) + γV π̂(s′)
]
(D.42)
= pπ̂(s̄ = s
′









′ | s0 = sir)P π̂sir,s′
[
R(s′) + γV π̂(s′)
]
(D.43)
= pπ∗(s̄ = s
′
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= V ∗(sir), (D.47)
where Eq. (D.44) holds from the mild-stochasticity (1) and mild-stochasticity (2) assumption, and





and R(s′) +γV π∗(s′) > 0 from the non-negative optimal
value assumption (See Section 5.3). Finally, this is a contradiction since the optimal value function
V ∗(s) should be the maximum.
D.4 Experiment details of MiniGrid domain
D.4.1 Environment
MiniGrid is a 2D grid-world environment with diverse predefined tasks [Chevalier-Boisvert et al.,
2018]. It has several challenging features such as pictorial observation, random initialization of the
agent and the goal, complex action space and transition dynamics involving agent’s orientation of
movement and changing object status via interaction (e.g., key-door).
State Space. An observation st is represented as H ×W × C tensor, where H and W are the
height and width of map respectively, and C is features of the objects in the grid. The (h,w)-th
element of observation tensor is (type, color, status) of the object and for the coordinate of agent,
the (h,w)-th element is (type, 0, direction). The map size (i.e., H ×W ) varies depending on the
task; e.g., for FourRooms-7×7 task, the map size is 7× 7.
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Action Space and transition dynamics The episode terminates in 100 steps, and the episode
may terminate earlier if the agent reaches the goal before 100 steps. The action space consists of
seven discrete actions with the following transitions.
• Turn-Counter-Clockwise: change the direction counter-clockwise by 90 degree.
• Turn-Clockwise: change the direction clockwise by 90 degree.
• Move-Forward: move toward direction by 1 step unless blocked by other objects.
• Pick-up-key: pickup the key if the key is in front of the agent.
• Drop-the-key: drop the key in front of the agent.
• Open/Close-doors: open/close the door if the door is in front of the agent.
• Optional-action: not used
Reward function. The reward is given only if the agent reaches the goal location, and the reward
magnitude is 1− 0.9(length of episode/maximum step for episode). Thus, the agent can maximize
the reward by reaching to the goal location in shortest time.
D.4.2 Tasks
In FourRooms-7×7 and FourRooms-11×11, the map structure has four large rooms, and the agent
needs to reach to the goal. In KeyDoors-7×7 and KeyDoors-11×11, the agent needs to pick up the
key, go to the door, and open the door before reaching to the goal location.
D.4.3 Architecture and hyper-parameters
We used a simple CNN architecture similar to [Mnih et al., 2015] for policy network. The
network consists of Conv1(16x2x2-1/SAME)-CReLU-Conv2(8x2x2-1/SAME)-CReLU-
Conv3(8x2x2-1/SAME)-CReLU-FC(512)-FC(action-dimension), where SAME
padding ensures the input and output have the same size (i.e., width and height) and CReLU [Shang
et al., 2016] is a non-linear activation function applied after each layer. We used Adam [Kingma
and Ba, 2014] optimizer to optimize the policy network.
For hyper-parameter search, we swept over a set of hyper-parameters specified in Table D.1,
and chose the best one in terms of the mean AUC over all the tasks, which is also summarized
in Table D.1.
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D.5 Experiment details of DeepMind Lab domain
D.5.1 Environment
DeepMind Lab is a 3D-game environment with first-person view. Along with random initialization
of the agent and the goal, complex action space including directional change, random change of
texture, color and maze structure are features that make tasks in DeepMind Lab hard to be learned.
State Space. A state st has the dimension of 84× 84× 3. The state is given as a first-person view
of the map structure. We resized the RGB image into 84× 84× 3 RGB image, and normalized by
dividing the pixel value by 255.
Action Space and transition dynamics The episode terminates after the fixed number of steps
regardless of goal being achieved. The original action space consists of seven discrete actions:
Move-Forward, Move-Backward, Strafe Left, Strafe Right, Look Left, Look
Right, Look Left and Move-Forward, Look Right and Move-Forward. In our
experiment, we used eight discrete actions with the additional action Fire as in [Higgins et al.,
2017, Vezhnevets et al., 2017, Savinov et al., 2018b, Espeholt et al., 2018, Khetarpal and Precup,
2018].
D.5.2 Tasks
We tested our agent and compared methods on three standard tasks in DeepMind Lab: GoalS-
mall, GoalLarge, and ObjectMany which correspond to explore goal locations small,
explore goal locations large, and explore object rewards many, respectively.
GoalSmall and GoalLarge has a single goal in the maze, but the size of the maze is larger in
GoalLarge than GoalSmall. The agent and goal locations are randomly set in the beginning of the
episode and the episode length is fixed to 1,350 steps for GoalSmall and 1,800 steps for GoalLarge.
When the agent reaches the goal, it positively rewards the agent and the agent is re-spawned in a
random location without terminating the episode, such that the agent can reach to the goal multiple
times within a single episode. Thus, the agent’s goal is to reach to the goal location as many times
as possible within the episode length. ObjectMany has multiple objects in the maze, where reaching
to the object positively rewards the agent and the object disappears. The episode length is fixed to
1,800 steps. The agent’s goal is to gather as many object as possible within the episode length.
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Require: Hyperparameters: k ∈ N, Positive bias ∆+ ∈ N, Negative bias ∆− ∈ N
1: Initialize tanc ← 0.
2: Initialize Sanc = ∅, S+ = ∅, S− = ∅.
3: while tanc < T do
4: Sanc = Sanc ∪ {stanc}.
5: t+ = Uniform(tanc + 1, tanc + k).
6: t− = Uniform(tanc + k + ∆−, T ).
7: S+ = S+ ∪ {st+}.
8: S− = S− ∪ {st−}.
9: tanc = Uniform(t+ + 1, t+ + ∆+).
10: end while
11: Return Sanc, S+, S−
Program D.1: Sampling the triplet data from an episode for RNet training
D.5.3 Reachability network Training
Similar to Savinov et al. [2018b], we used the following contrastive loss for training the reachability
network:
LRnet = − log (Rnetk−1(sanc, s+))− log (1− Rnetk−1(sanc, s−)) , (D.48)
where sanc, s+, s− are the anchor, positive, and negative samples, respectively. The anchor, positive
and negative samples are sampled from the same episode, and their time steps are sampled according
to Algorithm D.1. The RNet is trained in an off-policy manner from the replay buffer with the size
of 60K environment steps collecting agent’s online experience. We found that adaptive scheduling
of RNet is helpful for faster convergence of RNet. Out of 20M total environment steps, for the first
1M, 1M, and 18M environment steps, we updated RNet every 6K, 12K, and 36K environment
steps, respectively. For all three environments of DeepMind Lab, RNet accuracy was ∼ 0.9 after
1M steps.
Multiple tolerance. In order to improve the stability of Reachability prediction, we used the
statistics over multiple samples rather than using a single-sample estimate as suggested in Equa-
tion (6.12). As a choice of sampling method, we simply used multiples of tolerance. In other words,
given st−(k+∆t) and st as inputs for reachability network, we instead used st−(k+n∆t) and st where
1 ≤ n ≤ N∆t, n ∈ N and N∆t is the number of tolerance samples. We used 90-percentile of N∆t
outputs of reachability network, Rnetk−1(st−(k+n∆t), st), as in [Savinov et al., 2018b] to get the
representative of the samples.
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D.5.4 Architecture and hyper-parameters
Following [Savinov et al., 2018b], we used the same CNN architecture used in [Mnih et al., 2015].
For SPRL, we used a smaller reachability network (RNet) architecture compared to ECO to
reduce the training time. The RNet is based on siamese architecture with two branches. Follow-
ing [Savinov et al., 2018b], ECO used Resnet-18 [He et al., 2016] architecture with 2-2-2-2 residual
blocks and 512-dimensional output fully-connected layer to implement each branch. For SPRL,
we used Resnet-12 with 2-2-1 residual blocks and 512-dimensional output fully-connected layer
to implement each branch. The RNet takes two states as inputs, and each state is fed into each
branch. The outputs of the two branches are concatenated and forwarded to three1 512-dimensional
fully-connected layers to produce one-dimensional sigmoid output, which predicts the reachability
between two state inputs. We also resized the observation to the same dimension as policy (i.e.,
84× 84× 3, which is smaller than the original 120× 160× 3 used in [Savinov et al., 2018b]).
For all the baselines (i.e., PPO, ECO, ICM, and GT-Grid), we used the best hyperparameter
used in [Savinov et al., 2018b]. For SPRL, we searched over a set of hyperparameters specified
in Table D.2, and chose the best one in terms of the mean AUC over all the tasks, which is also
summarized in Table D.2.
D.6 Experiment details of Atari domain
D.6.1 Environment
Atari is an important and prominent benchmark in deep reinforcement learning with a high-
dimensional visual input. One of the main benefit of using Atari as a testbed is that it covers not
only navigational tasks but various tasks such as avoiding and destroying enemies by firing a bullet
or changing the map structure using bombs as explained in [Bellemare et al., 2013]. Because of the
diversity of the task Atari is covering, solving Atari shows that the algorithm has a certain degree of
generality.
There exists a variety of preprocessing details for Atari. We mostly followed the imple-
mentation of OpenAI Baselines [Dhariwal et al., 2017]. For detailed information, see Table D.3.
State Space. A state st is represented as 84× 84× 4. We stacked 4 consecutive frames achieved
by taking the same action 4 times in a row and resized RGB image into 84× 84× 1 gray image,
and normalized by dividing the pixel value by 255.
1Savinov et al. [2018b] used four 512-dimensional fully-connected layers.
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Action Space and transition dynamics The episode terminates when the agent loses all of the
lives given. The action space consists of eighteen discrete actions as in [Bellemare et al., 2013].
D.6.2 Various Tasks of Atari: Navigational and Non-navigational
We tested our agent and compared methods on navigational and non-navigational tasks in Atari:
Montezuma’s Revenge, Freeway, Ms.Pacman, Gravitar, Seaquest, HERO. Montezuma’s Revenge is
a famous game as a hard exploration game in Atari. An agent should pick up the items such as key
to open the door or knife to destroy the enemy. In Freeway, an agent should cross the road while
avoiding the car. Ms.Pacman is a game where an agent should eat the items and avoid enemy. Three
games mentioned until now have a navigational feature meaning that the agent can move toward a
certain coordinate to get the score. However, three games to be mentioned have a non-navigational
feature meaning that agent should not only get to a certain coordinate but also use specific action
to get the score. In Gravitar and Seaquest, an agent should shoot a bullet. In HERO, an agent can
install a bomb to break the wall and move forward. By adding Gravitar, Seaquest, and HERO in
our testbed, we evaluated how SPRL performs in non-navigational tasks.
D.6.3 Reachability network Training
We followed the details of reachability network training for DeepMind Lab except for 1) replay
buffer size and 2) reachability network training frequency. We changed the size of the replay
buffer for reachability network from 60K environment steps to 30K environment steps. To avoid
overfitting of the reachability network, we enlarged reachability network training frequency from
6K environment steps to 150K environment steps after the initial 1M environment steps.
Stabilizing Reachability Network. In some of the games of Atari, within a task exists a distribu-
tional shift in the state space that hinders stable reachability network training. Therefore we had
to use some techniques to mitigate instability problem of reachability network: Weight decay and
Label smoothing. We used weight decay with the factor of 0.03 and label smoothing of 0.1.
D.6.4 Architecture and hyper-parameters
For the policy architecture, we used the same CNN architecture used in Mnih et al. [2015]. For
reachability network, we used the same architecture used for DeepMind Lab except for the input
layer. For the input layer, we used (st, st − st−k) instead of (st, st−k). This change helped the
reachability network to avoid suffering from overfitting when the distribution shift in the state space
occurs.
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For hyper-parameter search, we swept over a set of hyper-parameters specified in Table D.4,




Hyperparameters Sweep range Final value
Learning rate 0.001, 0.002, 0.003 0.003
Entropy 0.003, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05 0.01
ICM
Hyperparameters Sweep range Final value
Learning rate 0.001, 0.002, 0.003 0.003
Entropy - 0.01
Forward/Inverse model loss weight ratio 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0 0.8
Curiosity module loss weight 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0 0.3
ICM bonus weight 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0 0.1
GT-Grid
Hyperparameters Sweep range Final value
Learning rate 0.001, 0.002, 0.003 0.003
Entropy - 0.01
GT-Grid bonus weight 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3 0.01
ECO
Hyperparameters Sweep range Final value
Learning rate - 0.003
Entropy - 0.01
k 3, 5, 7 3
ECO bonus weight 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01 0.001
SPRL
Hyperparameters Sweep range Final value
Learning rate 0.003, 0.01 0.01
Entropy - 0.01
k 2, 5 2
Tolerance (∆t) - 1
Negative bias (∆−) 10, 20 20
Positive bias (∆+) - 5
Cost scale (λ) 0.001, 0.002, 0.005 0.002
N∆t 30, 60 60
Table D.1: The range of hyperparameters sweeped over and the final hyperparameters used in
MiniGrid domain.
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Hyperparameters for SPRL Sweep range Final value
Learning rate - 0.0003
Entropy - 0.004
k 3, 10, 30 10
Tolerance (∆t) 1, 3, 5 1
Negative bias (∆−) 5, 10, 20 20
Positive bias (∆+) - 5
Cost scale (λ) 0.02, 0.06, 0.2 0.06
Optimizer - Adam
N∆t - 200
Table D.2: The range of hyperparameters sweeped over and the final hyperparameters used for our





Number of Actions 18
Action Repetitions 4
Frame Stacking 4
End of episode when life lost No
Reward Clipping [-1,1]
Discount(γ) 0.99
Max Episode Length 10000
Number of parallel workers 12
Table D.3: Preprocessing details for Atari
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PPO
Hyperparameters Sweep range Final value
Learning rate 0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0003, 0.0005 0.0005
Entropy 0.001, 0.003, 0.005, 0.01, 0.03 0.01
ICM
Hyperparameters Sweep range Final value
Learning rate 0.0005 0.0005
Entropy - 0.01
Forward/Inverse model loss weight ratio 1.0 1.0
Curiosity module loss weight 1.0 1.0
ICM bonus weight 0.0001, 0.0003, 0.001, 0.003, 0.01 0.01
ECO
Hyperparameters Sweep range Final value
Learning rate 0.0001, 0.0003, 0.0005 0.0005
Entropy - 0.01
ECO bonus weight 0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, 0.1 0.001
SPRL
Hyperparameters Sweep range Final value
Learning rate 0.0003, 0.0005 0.0005
Entropy - 0.01
SPRL cost scale (λ) 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1 0.05
Reachability network (for ECO and SPRL)
k 5, 8, 12, 15 12
Tolerance (∆t) - 1
Negative bias (∆−) 80, 100, 120 80
Positive bias (∆+) - 5
N∆t 30, 50, 100, 200, 400 200
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